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Program Overview 

Wednesday, April 18, 2018 

* 6:00pm - 10:00pm ALTA Executive Board Meeting 

Thursday, April 19, 2018 

 

* 8:00am – 1:00pm  NCOLCTL Executive Board Meeting 

11:00am – 6:00pm  Registration 

2:00pm - 6:00pm  Exhibition Setup 

1:30pm - 5:30pm  Pre-Conference Workshops 

* 6:00pm - 11:00pm  ALTA Delegate Assembly 

Friday, April 20, 2018 

       8:00am - 5:00pm  Registration  

8:00am - 5:00pm  Exhibition Hours  

8:30a.m - 10:00am   Colloquium 1 / Parallel Session 1 

  

10:05am - 10:20am   EXHIBITION SESSION 

  

10:30am - 12:00pm  Opening General Session  (Plenary Session 1) 

 

12:10pm - 1:20pm  Lunch   

  

1:30pm  - 3:00pm                              Colloquium 2 / Parallel Session 2 

    3 :10pm - 4:20pm  Plenary Session 2 

  

4:30pm to 6:00 pm  Parallel Session 3  

 
*6:30pm - 11:00pm  NCOLCTL Delegate Assembly Meeting  

*7:30pm - 11:00pm  Parallel Session 4 (Panel & Business Meetings) 

  

Saturday, April 21, 2018 

  
8:00am - 5:00pm   Registration  

8:00am - 5:00pm   Exhibition Hours  

8:30am - 10:00am   Colloquium 3  / Parallel sessions 5 

  

10:10am -  11:20pm  Plenary Session 3 

11:30am - 12:00pm  POSTER AND EXHIBITION SESSION  

12:10pm - 1:20pm  Lunch and Exhibition  

  

1:30pm - 2:40pm   Plenary Session 4 

2:50pm  - 4:20pm   Colloquium 4A / Parallel sessions 6 

  

4:30pm - 6:00pm   Colloquium 4B / Parallel Session 7 

7:00pm - 12:00am  Awards Ceremony  

  

Sunday, April 22, 2018 

9:00am - 10:30am   Colloquium 5 / Parallel Session 8 

10:45am - 12:15pm   Parallel Session 9 

*12:00pm -  2:00pm   NCOLCTL Executive Board Meeting 

 

 

* Events  not open to general registrants. All other events are open to registered participants. 
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Pre-Conference Program and Workshop 

Conference Office |  Location: POTOMAC BOARDROOM 

 

ALTA Executive Board Meeting | Location: CHESAPEAKEBARDROOM 

       

6:00pm - 10:00pm 

Chair: Leonard Muaka - ALTA President 
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Pre-Conference Program and Workshop 

Registration    11:00am - 6:00pm  Location: LURAY  FOYER  A 

Exhibition Setup   2:00pm - 6:00pm  Location: LURAY  FOYER  

 

NCOLCTL Executive Board Meeting    8:00am - 1:00pm 

Chair: Wafa Hassan - NCOLCTL President 
Location: CHESAPEAKE BOARDROOM 

Pre-Conference Workshop 1   1:30pm - 5:30pm 

CIRRUS A 
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Pre-Conference Program and Workshop 

ALTA Delegate Assembly Meeting        6:00pm - 11:00pm 

Chair: Leonard Muaka - ALTA President 
Location: CHESAPEAKE BOARDROOM 

:  

Pre-Conference Workshop 2   1:30pm - 5:30pm 

CIRRUS BALLROOM 
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Registration    8:00am - 5:00pm 

Location: LURAY  FOYER  A 

002 Exhibition Hours   8:00am - 5:00pm 

Location: LURAY  FOYER  

 

 

C01 Colloquium   8:30 am - 10:00 am 

Location: LURAY  BALLROOM F 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

The effectiveness of the guideline/standards in the teaching of the 
Kazakh language  

The colloquium focuses on the issues that are related to the writing textbook of 
Kazakh language for foreigners.  The guideline will include the basic standards 
for writing textbook in different levels such as grammar, vocabulary and exercis-
es.  The guideline includes analyses relating lexical-grammatical materials that are 
systematized structurally and functionally based on the different levels.   

Presenter(s): Zeinekhan Kuzekova, Zeinep Zhumatayeva, and Zhanar Baiteli-
yeva  - Nazarbayev University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): All 

Applicable Language(s): All 

 

Parallel Session 1a  8:30am - 10:00am 

Location: LURAY  BALLROOM E 

Chair: xxxxxx 

An Inquiry-based Approach to Enhancing CFL Students’ Intercul-

tural Competence  

Based on the instructional experience in an advanced college Chinese class, this 

presentation describes the rationale and strategies for the use of an inquiry-based 

approach to teaching L2 culture and exams its effectiveness to enhance students’ 

intercultural competence.  

Presenter(s): Chengxu Yin  - University of Notre Dame  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development 

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 8:30am - 8:55am 

 

Conversion Learners in LCTLs: Challenges and Solutions  

The present paper addresses the situation in which the learners who have previ-

ously obtained a certain level of proficiency in one LCTL enter the program in a 

closely related LCTL. The author discusses the challenges of offering an optimal 

learning environment for these learners and possible solutions to these challeng-

es.   

Presenter(s): Danko Sipka    - Arizona State University   

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development 

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

Colloquium 1 & Parallel Session 1  8:30am - 10:00am 

Integrating the 5Cs in a Single Lesson Plan   

World Readiness Standards (5 Cs) for language learning serves as a road map 
to guide students towards becoming world ready education citizens. To 
achieve this goal, it is important to utilize these standards in lesson planning. 
This talk illustrates how to incorporate all the 5Cs in a single lesson plan.   

Presenter(s): Patricia Sabarwal - University of  Kansas  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 09:55am 
 

 

Parallel Session 1b  8:30am - 10:00am 

Location: LURAY  BALLROOM D 

Chair: xxxxxx 

Integrating the 3 Modes of Communication in Teaching and 

Learning Grammar in a Foreign Language Classroom   

Teaching and learning grammar within meaningful contexts can present a 

challenge to a foreign language teacher. This article will discuss how to inte-

grate the three modes of communication, i.e., Interpersonal, Interpretive and 

Presentational modes, in teaching and learning grammar communicatively.   

Presenter(s): Beatrice Ng'uono Okelo - Baylor University  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Acquisition Research  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 8:30am - 8:55am 

 

Studies of Motivating Factors and Motivated Learning Behav-

iors in the Beginning-level Chinese Classroom   

This study is initiated to explore what learning experiences can be pedagogi-

cally designed to motivate beginning-level Chinese learners in the classroom 

setting. Using a line-by-line discourse analysis and retrospective video-

enhanced analysis, the findings suggest that the rich interactions that occur 

among the language students and teachers play both positive and negative 

roles in constructing classroom motivation.    

Presenter(s): Jessie (Junqing) Jia - Hamilton College  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): AFL Teacher Training and Development  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

Native like L2 pronunciation in a second language: the issue 
of the age of onset  

The question about an age related limit to achieving native like pronuncia-
tion in a second language (L2) still raises significant questions. Several re-
searchers (Long, 1990; Flege, 1995) in second language acquisition (SLA) 
attempt to identify factors that effect on reaching ultimate attainment in L2 
pronunciation. The importance of the age in L2 pronunciation will be dis-
cussed in this paper.    

Presenter(s): Gultas Kurmanbay & Gulnaz Kalambayeva  - Nazarbayev 
University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): AFL Acquisition Research  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 09:55am 
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Parallel Session 1c  8:30am - 10:00am 

Location: CIRRUS A 

Chair: xxxxxx 

An Exciting Time for LCTLs: Are We Ready for What it Takes?   

Adoption of the Seal of Biliteracy by many states makes this an exciting time for 

LCTLs. However, not all LCTLs are created equal. While validated assessments 

can be found for the main LCTLs, such assessments are either inexistent or 

much scarcer for others, including Polish, Armenian, Vietnamese, Hebrew, and 

Tagalog. Here, we discuss why and the implications of this fact.  

Presenter(s): Victor Santos & Kyle Ennis  - Avant Assesment  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Testing and Assessment  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 8:30am - 8:55am 

 

From Online Diagnostic Assessment Profile to Individualized 

Learning Plan  

After completing an Online Diagnostic Assessment (ODA) session, students 

receive an individualized diagnostic profile detailing their strengths and weakness-

es in comprehending authentic reading or listening passages. This presentation 

will discuss how to interpret and utilize the information in an ODA diagnostic 

profile in order to develop an individualized student-learning plan.    

Presenter(s): Abigail Harootian - Defense Language Institute Foreign Language 
Center   

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Testing and Assessment  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

Instructional activities, motivations, and learning strategies relat-

ed the student academic performance in Less Commonly Taught 

Languages In Case of Japanese  

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effective instructional activities as 

well as advising students to use the effective study strategies related to their aca-

demic performance in learning Japanese at college level.  The data was collected 

through the survey (2015 – 2017).  The pedagogical implications were presented.     

Presenter(s): Masako Nunn - California State University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 09:55am 

Exhibition Session 10:05am -10:30am 

Parallel Session 1d  8:30am - 10:00am 

Location: CIRRUS B 

Chair: xxxxxx 

The Implication of sociocultural theory in Persian language 

classrooms   

This study discovers pedagogical spaces in Persian language classrooms in 

which sociocultural theory is applied considering different types of Persian 

language learners because of their linguistic and cultural background 

through observing two teachers, 6 students, and a survey done by 12 

Persian language learners.  This study explores created zones by teachers 

which help students develop in their language learning.   

Presenter(s): Zahra Karimi   - University of Arizona  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, 
or Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 8:30am - 8:55am 

 

The role of children’ games in learning  

The purpose of this paper is to examine what role children’s games have in 

developing mental and social skills that lead to communicative ability. 

Children’s games are an important site of learning which we have not paid 

enough attention to in ways that can incorporate many types of learning.     

Presenter(s): Judith Mmari  - Boston University   

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, 
or Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: English Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

Retrieving our heritage: The Role of African Universities in 

Language conservation  

African languages, especially the minority ones are facing the threat of 

extinction as colonial languages continue to be given more promi-

nence  national and international circles. We as language experts should 

not stand by and wait for the governments  to address this issue, we can 

influence  African  universities  to document the languages  before much is 

lost.     

Presenter(s): Rose Lugano - University of Florida , Gainsville 

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s):  African Heritage Language, Immersion or Bilingual 
Education  

Language of Presentation: English Time: 9:30am - 09:55am 
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General Opening Session (Plenary Session 1)  10:30am - 12:00pm 

Location: LURAY  A/B/C       Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Title: Back to the Future:  Taking stock of the first 20 years of Heritage Language Education and previewing the next 20  

Abstract: The field of HL education as we know it today started roughly twenty years ago with the launching of the Heritage Language Initiative to 

build “an education system that is responsive to heritage communities and national language needs and capable of producing a broad cadre of citizens 
able to function professionally in both English and another language”. How are we doing with regard to this goal? And what pressing challenges lie 
ahead for the next 20 years? In this presentation, I will examine the current state of HL education with a view towards exploring these issues, particular-
ly as they apply to the LCTLs. Chief among the challenges I will discuss is the need for more HL-related research on the LCTLs, the need for instruc-
tional strategies and materials for mixed classes, and the need for comprehensive pedagogies that foster a competence for practice in multilingual and 
multidialectal real-world contexts. 

 

 

Bio: 

Maria M. Carreira is a professor of Spanish at California State University, Long Beach and the Co-director of the 
National Heritage Language Resource Center at UCLA. Her recent book-length publications include a co-edited 
Routledge Handbook on heritage language education around the world, four co-authored college-level Spanish 
textbooks, and Voces: Latino Students on Life in the United States (Praeger, 2014). She has also published nu-
merous articles and book chapters on US Spanish and on HL pedagogy. With her colleagues at UCLA, she has 
recently created a comprehensive online course for training heritage language teachers.  
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Lunch     |    12:10pm -1:20pm 
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C02 Colloquium   1:30pm - 3:00pm 

Location: LURAY  BALLROOM F 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Discipline-Specific Materials Development: The NERCPAL 
Medical Materials Project    

The Northeast Regional Consortium of Programs in African Languages 
(NERCPAL) was formed to support African language programs at universities 
in the Northeastern US. Consortium members will present the NERCPAL 
project to create a website to serve students and professionals in the healthcare 
fields. The website will offer language learning materials and cultural information 
in Kiswahili, Wolof, isiZulu and Yoruba. These students would be more effec-
tive in their work or research if they were able to communicate in the local Afri-
can language. Linguistic training of such students can be made more effective 
and efficient if all aspects of the learning materials reflect the specifics of the 
discipline to which they have committed. However, for most of these students 
the 5-hour-per-week commitment is not compatible with a science oriented 
course load, and for many, African language courses are not available on their 
campus . 

Presenter(s): Mariame Sy  -  Cornell University,  Zoliswa Mali - Boston Univer-
sity, Mahiri Mwita  - Princeton University, Adeolu Ademoyo - Cornell University  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): All 

Applicable Language(s): All 

 

Parallel Session 2a  1:30pm - 3:00pm 

Location: LURAY  BALLROOM  E 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Evaluation of LCTLs’ Programs: Identifying Potential Issues and 
Developing Research-informed Strategies   

This study utilizes enrollment data from local student analytics and Portuguese 
Language Programs across the US as sources of analysis of enrollment fluctua-
tion in a Portuguese Language program at a public university. Resulting findings 
informed enrollment, retention and pedagogical strategies to tackle the issue 
through a model replicable by other language programs.    

Presenter(s): Bruna Sommer, Adriana Picoral, & Ana Maria Carvalho  - Univer-
sity  of Arizona 

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Sustainability and Advocacy Initiatives  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 1:30pm - 1:55pm 

 

Why Study Quechua Language? An Investigation of Learner Mo-
tivations and Fields of Study  

This presentation investigates the motivations of undergraduate students for 
studying Quechua language. Specifically, qualitative data was gathered from 21 
students who studied basic Cuzco Quechua language within the context of an 
interdisciplinary course during the Fall 2016 and Fall 2017 semesters.  

Presenter(s): Marilyn Manley  -  Rowan University 

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): Sustainability and Advocacy Initiatives  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:00pm - 2:25pm 

 

Positive self-efficacy through collaborations: the case Korean 
teachers  

The research with Korean heritage school teachers showed that they benefited 
from having a critical fiend and sharing their challenges with other teachers.  The 
result indicated that a critical friend helped promoting teaching efficacy  through 
providing feedback, introducing innovative teaching strategies, suggesting  ways 

for improvement, persuasion and modeling.  

Presenter(s): Hye Young Shin -  American University, Maryam Saroughi, & 
Sung Shim Choi - George Mason University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL in the workplace  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:30pm - 2:55pm 

 

Parallel Session 2b  1:30pm - 3:00pm 

Location: LURAY  BALLROOM D 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Digital stories as a pedagogical tool: Learning to express ones’ 
self digitally    

This presentation is a qualitative analysis of the progress and process for the 
creation of a personal digital story as a semester project for intermediate 
learners of Japanese. This will demonstrate how learners incorporated instruc-
tor feedback and audio/visual resources to produce a story about a significant 
life event.     

Presenter(s): Erica Zimmerman  - United States Naval Academy  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Innovation and Technology   

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 1:30pm - 1:55pm 

 

Fostering Trust and Knowledge Sharing through Technology 
in a Teacher Learning Community  

Based on a STARTALK experience, this session presents innovative uses of 
social networking technologies to support teacher professional development 
in a learning community. This qualitative case study examined in-depth suc-
cessful online learning communities for teachers of community-based heritage 
schools. Suggestions on overcoming the challenges of cultivating and sustain-
ing trust and knowledge sharing in an online learning community will be 
discussed.    

Presenter(s): An Chung Cheng & & Qian Wang -  University of Toledo  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Innovation and Technology  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:00pm - 2:25pm 

 

How to Promote Cultural Competence for Idiomatic Expres-
sions Related to Human Body Parts in Korean Using Visible 
Thinking Technology   

This study is to suggest how to expand vocabulary and enhance cultural un-
derstanding of Korean learners by teaching idiomatic expressions related to 
human body parts (BP) using visible thinking technology. Throughout the 
implementation of the expressions in multiple ways, learners can promote 
their cultural competence for the 21st Century Learning Skills. . 

Presenter(s): Hei Yoo  & Sang-Seok Yoon -  George Mason University, 
University of Iowa  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Innovation and Technology  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:30pm - 2:55pm 

 

Parallel Session 2c  1:30pm - 3:00pm 

Location: CIRRUS A  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Colored Stories: Using Comics in Yoruba Language Textbooks.     

The need to acquire proficiency in foreign languages has moved beyond the  

Colloquium  2 & Parallel Session 2  1:30pm - 3:00pm 
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anthropological sophistication of speaking in different tongues to include the 
need to combat global terrorism. Therefore, I posit that for  African language 
experts to rise to the challenge of producing fluent foreign speakers of African 
languages, fictional stories in the textbooks must be visually appealing to the 
learners.     

Presenter(s): Olusegun Soetan - University of Wisconsin, Madison  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 1:30pm - 1:55pm 

 

Learning Chinese through a Language Trading Project (LTP) 
with a Native Speaker: A Survey Study   

The study aims to examine the overall success of students who take part in a 
LTP to learn Chinese language and culture and find patterns within the LTP that 
improve the overall success of the program.  A language-trading project (LTP), 
AKA a language exchange project (LEP), is an arrangement where two native 
speakers of different languages work together to learn about one another’s lan-
guage and culture.     

Presenter(s): Lanfang Hu -  University of Central Florida  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:00pm - 2:25pm 

 

The Forte of Trans-nationalism and Transculturalism; Teaching 
African Languages and Culture using Music.   

Despite the progress of African cultures in foreign climes,  genericity maligns the 
distinction of African people and cultures in language classes. The onus lies on 
the instructor to create a curriculum that fosters the awareness of the specificity 
of the African language the students are learning. I propose that this can be 
achieved using music; especially collaborations between African musicians.  

Presenter(s): Mosunmola Adeojo -  Yale University   

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:30pm - 2:55pm 

 

 

Parallel Session 2d  1:30pm - 3:00pm 

Location: CIRRUS B  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Opportunities of Blended Learning in Swahili Instruction.     

This study focuses on opportunities of Blended Learning in the teaching of 
Swahili as a Less Commonly Taught Language. I argue that Blended Learning 
approach provides opportunities for improving the efficiency of Swahili instruc-
tion to the satisfaction of both the student and instructor. The paper draws from 
personal instructional experience and student response and incorporates Blend-
ed Learning theory in analysis.     

Presenter(s): Muniko Mwita - University of Wisconsin, Madison  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target: AFL Instruction from Pre-K to Professional  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 1:30pm - 1:55pm 

 

African Languages Teaching Assistantship in the US: Challenges 
and Way Forward   

This study investigates the first-year experiences of international African lan-
guages teaching assistants in language classrooms in the United States. The 
broad objectives of this study are to understand their challenges, to gauge the 
impact of training workshops on their performance and to recommend measures 
to be taken to overcome these challenges.     

Presenter(s): Tolulope Akinwole & Oluwayinka Arawomo  -  University of 
Wisconsin, Madison  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

DAILY PROGRAM 

Target Area(s): AFL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:00pm - 2:25pm 

 

Non-Native Speech Assessment; Foreign Accent and Communi-
cative Effectiveness.   

In the line of research concerning non-native speech assessment, the distinc-
tion between foreign accent, intelligibility and comprehensibility needs to be 
investigated in more detail to provide an informed account for language testing 
and assessment purposes as well as instruction purposes. In this paper, I am 
attempting to propose an exploratory study that investigates foreign accent and 
its communicative effectiveness.  

Presenter(s): Mahmoud Ali -  The University of Kansas  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): AFL Testing  and Assessment  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:30pm - 2:55pm 

 

 

Parallel Session 2e  1:30pm - 3:00pm 

Location: CIRRUS C  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Women’s empowerment in language classes: exploring path-
ways for Portuguese language education  

This presentation aims to discuss the social responsibility of Portuguese lan-
guage educators through empirical examples of materials development and 
teaching. Based on the notion of women’s empowerment, I present practices 
for the promotion of a more diverse and pluricultural teaching as well as pro-
posals and pedagogical strategies for the context of teaching Portuguese as a 
foreign language.      

Presenter(s): Luana Reis -  University of Pittsburgh  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 1:30pm - 1:55pm 

 

Heritage Biligual Education Using Yoruba Proverbs Immersion   

The paper examines Yoruba proverbs immersion as an efficient method in 
Family Language Planning to teach Yoruba language especially to heritage 
speakers in a non-native environment. Through the lens of content analysis 
framework, the study concludes that Yoruba proverbs are enriched to enhance 
the bilingual competence of heritage speakers and perfect their socio-cultural 
knowledge of the language.   

Presenter(s): Adebimpe Adegbite -  Syracuse  University   

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): African Heritage Language, Immersion or Bilingual Educa-
tion  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:00pm - 2:25pm 

 

Enhancing Cultural Comparisons and Presentational Communi-
cation through Writing   

Despite the progress of African cultures in foreign climes,  genericity maligns 
the distinction of African people and cultures in language classes. The onus lies 
on the instructor to create a curriculum that fosters the awareness of the speci-
ficity of the African language the students are learning. I propose that this can 
be achieved using music; especially collaborations between African musicians.  

Presenter(s): Esra Predolac -  University of  Kansas 

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:30pm - 2:55pm 
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Plenary Session 2      3:10pm - 4:20pm 

Location: LURAY A/B/C        Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Title:  US Department of Education Support for International and Foreign Language Education   

Abstract: In recent years, the Department of Education has provided some $72 million per year in competitive grants under 10 programs that support 

teaching, learning and research on world languages – especially the less commonly taught languages (LCTLs) – and area and international studies. 
Grantees range from, among others, 100 national resource centers focused on specific world regions at institutions of higher education across the coun-
try, to fellowships for undergraduate and graduate students to pursue the study of languages and the world regions where those languages are used, to 
projects to internationalize undergraduate instruction, to seminars and group projects abroad for US teachers and faculty members who develop curric-
ulum projects that they later implement in their US classrooms. Attendees will be provided an overview of program characteristics and application 
requirements, as well as an update on the outlook and schedule for fiscal year 2018 competitions.  

 

 

Bio: 

Lenore Yaffee Garcia is Senior Director and Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for International and Foreign 
Language Education in the U.S.  Department of Education (ED), where she oversees administration of the De-
partment’s HEA Title VI and Fulbright-Hays programs and promotes the importance for students at all levels of 
learning world languages and acquiring global competencies. Ms. Garcia rejoined the Department in June 2013 
after eight years as Director of the Organization of American States’ (OAS) Office of Education and Culture, 
where her work focused on policy and project development in the fields of early childhood education, strength-
ening the teaching profession, education for democratic citizenship, and education indicators, as well as the role 
of the arts and culture in promoting economic development and social inclusion, particularly for youth. As ED’s 
Director of International Affairs from 1997 to 2005, Ms. Garcia was instrumental in creating International Edu-
cation Week, the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Education Forum, and the US-Brazil Partnership 
for Education.  A former fellow of the American Fellows program in Chile, Fulbright grantee in Quito, Ecuador, 
and Educational Advisor to the US-Colombia Binational Commission in Bogotá, Ms. Garcia holds degrees in 
political science (University of Pennsylvania), Latin American studies (Georgetown University) and economics 
(University of Delaware). 

.  
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Parallel Session 3a  4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Location: ROCKBRIDE 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Cultivating Intercultural Competence Before, During, and After 
Language Immersion    

The difficulty of teaching LCTLs is often attributed to the cultural divide learn-
ers face. Focusing on the case of a Korean teacher guiding adult learners through 
intensive study and immersion, this presentation demonstrates how instructors 
advance from static delivery of knowledge to dynamic processes of investigation 
and reflection in order to develop intercultural competence.     

Presenter(s): Amanda Lanier - Michigan State University  & Young Oak Mor-
gan - Defense Language Institute  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Instruction from Pre-K to Professional Level  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

 

 

Segmentation and Selection of events by English L2 Speakers of 
Chinese and Swahili L1 backgrounds.     

Structural similarities/differences across languages can cause cross-linguistic 
influence. This study investigated segmentation and selection of events by Eng-
lish L2 speakers from Swahili and Chinese L1 backgrounds. Results showed 
higher segmentation levels by English L2 speakers. Selection patterns differed 
significantly across language groups, suggesting evidence of conceptual transfer 
in L2 use.      

Presenter(s): Magdalyne Akiding - Michigan State University, Salome Aluso - 
Ohio University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Instruction from Pre-K to Professional Level  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:00pm - 5:25pm 

 

 

News-based Instruction: What it teaches and what it doesn't      

News articles and broadcasts are a popular source for intermediate-level learning 
materials.  This study uses corpus analysis software to analyze Uzbek learning 
materials to show that both qualitatively and quantitatively, news-based instruc-
tion only teaches students a narrow range of the grammar, lexicon, and functions 
of the target langauge.  The software analyzed intermediate-level Uzbek language 
learning materials found in the Defense Language Institute's GLOSS project and 
the National Foreign Language Center's Langnet learning modules.      

Presenter(s): William Dirks - CACI  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL  Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:30pm - 5:55pm 

 

 

Parallel Session 3b  4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Location: LURAY  BALLROOM E 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

American Students’ Fears toward Interacting with Their Lan-
guage Partners during a Short-term Study Abroad Program in 
Japan     

This paper presents American students’ fear and passive attitude toward 
interacting with language partners during a four-week study abroad program 
in Japan. It discusses pedagogical supports that home institution can provide 
to empower the students to actively engage in building intercultural relation-
ships during study abroad.      

Presenter(s): Hiromi Tobaru - The Ohio State University   

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

 

 

An After-Class Children’s Book Translation Project Integrated 
with 21st Century Skills Among Heritage Language Learners of 
Chinese.     

This empirical study investigates a children’s book translation project among 
elementary-level heritage language learners of Chinese. The study suggests 
that CLT-inspired translation activities can equip heritage language learners 
with essential 21st century skills, boost their learning motivation, and achieve 
the maximized outcome - Binghamton University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:00pm - 5:25pm 

 

 

Curriculum Design for Higher Levels: Content and Theme-

Based Approaches to Teach Language for Specific Purposes  

This presentation introduces content-based and theme-based curriculum for 

higher levels (Levels 2+ and 3) that has been developed for on site military 

linguists. The presenter will share curriculum layout, how content-based and 

theme-based approaches promote higher level learning. Sample activities 

students engage in during the courses will also be shared.    

Presenter(s): Hyunsoo Hur - Defense Language Institute  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:30pm - 5:55pm 

 

 

DAILY PROGRAM 

Parallel Session 3     4:30pm - 6:00pm 
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DAILY PROGRAM DAILY PROGRAM 

Parallel Session 3c  4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Location: LURAY  BALLROOM D 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Additional language immersion for speech language therapists at 
the University of KwaZulu-Natal: Towards communicative com-
petence in isiZulu    

This paper reports on an isiZulu language immersion project for speech lan-
guage therapy students at the university of KwaZulu-Natal.Our point of depar-
ture is the South Africa’s multilingual diversity and its constitutional recognition 
of multilingualism. We argue that language immersion is necessary for addressing 
clinical practice needs and the improvement of communicative clinical compe-
tence for speech language therapy students.      

Presenter(s): Hloniphani Ndebele - University of KwaZulu-Natal   

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

 

 

Importance of music in language teaching     

Music is an art and cultural activity whose medium is sound organized in time. 
Pitch, rhythm, and dynamics are the common elements of music.Music is of 
different styles: stress, unstress, or neglect some of these elements because music 
is performed with  instruments /vocal techniques  from singing to rapping music 
types can be instrumental pieces, vocal pieces or pieces that combine singing and 
instruments.        

Presenter(s): Milkatu Garba - University of Georgia  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:00pm - 5:25pm 

 

 

Refugee camp stays and effects on Swahili language heritage 
learners: Case study of Congolese Refugee Youth in New Haven, 
Connecticut.     

Swahili speaking immigrants to the US include refugees who have stayed at 
refugee camps for varied lengths of time. Some are born and raised in camps 
where they learn English and other local languages and little to no Swahili. This 
study assesses the relationship between duration of stay at a refugee camp and 
preference for language spoken by refugee youth.       

Presenter(s): Veronica Waweru - Yale University 

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings   

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:30pm - 5:55pm 

Parallel Session 3d  4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Location: CIRRUS A  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Applying Complex Systems Theory to LCTL Curriculum De-
sign    

The presenter has applied complex systems theory to beginning-level Chinese 
language curriculums and instruction at two different liberal arts colleges in 
the past three years, and yielded very encouraging results in terms of learner 
commitment and achievement. Sharing her challenges and solutions, the 
presenter will invite you to explore innovative approaches to LCTL curricu-
lum teaching.  This research has been inspired Gregory Bateson’s “ecology of 
mind” proposal that mind and nature be viewed as an organic unity.       

Presenter(s): Jianfen Wang - Berea College  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

 

 

Revitalizing African Language Pedagogy: Going Beyond Lan-
guage Policy.     

The impact of African Languages in the US Academy is still of concern. 
Despite the progress seen through efforts by some U.S. institutions and the 
African Language scholars, there is still more to be done by both teachers 
and students. This paper aims to put forward practical steps that can be 
useful in taking Africa Languages beyond Language policy.   

Presenter(s): Denis Waswa - University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill   
Sponsor(s): ALTA 
Target Area(s): Autonomous Learning and Self-instructional settings  
Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:00pm - 5:25pm 
 

 

Attitudes of Learners of “Strategic” Languages (Arabic and 
Persian) and of Local Heritage Languages (Danish, Norwe-
gian, Swedish) toward Foreign Language Communities.     

This study explored: (1) how students of the Arabic, Persian and Scandinavi-
an languages described foreign language (FL) communities; (2) the role that 
students’ attitudes and imagination played as learners chose to affiliate or not 
to affiliate with FL communities.  Results revealed that in all three language 
groups the majority of respondents held positive attitudes toward FL com-
munities.        

Presenter(s): Fatemehsadat Mirsharifi - UC-Berkeley  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL in the Workplace Settings   

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:30pm - 5:55pm 
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DAILY PROGRAM 

Parallel Session 3e  4:30pm - 6:00pm 
Language Specific - Swahili 

Location: CIRRUS  B  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Uhumimu wa Mashairi Katika Kufundisha Kiswahili Kama 
Lugha ya Kigeni 

Wataalamu wengi wanatetea hoja kwamba fasihi ni nyenzo nishatifu katika 
kufundishia lugha kwa ajili ya mawasiliano. Mashairi ya Kiswahili hasa yale ya 
kimapokeo, yanaaminika kuwa na ugumu fulani, yamekuwa nyenzo pekee ya 
kuasadia ubunifu na ijifunzaji lugha kwa wanafunzi wanaojifunza Kiswahili kama 
lugha ya kigeni     

Presenter(s): Beatrice Mkenda - University of Iowa  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Acquisition Research  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

 

 

Changamoto Zinazowakumba Walimu na Wanafunzi katika 
Harakati za Kufunza na Kujifunza Kiswahili katika shule za 
Kibinafsi nchini Kenya        

Kiswahili  ni mojawapo ya somo muhimu na la lazima ambalo lipo katika mtaala 
katika shule zote nchini Kenya. Pia, ni lugha ya taifa na lugha rasmi nchini Ken-
ya. Lugha hii inazungumzwa sio tu katika Afrika mashariki bali imeenea katika 
sehemu nyingine duniani. Wasilisho langu litachanganua changamoto zinazowa-
kumba walimu na wanafunzi  na kuelezea suluhisho la changamoto hizi ili kuwe-
za kujifunza lugha maalum.      

Presenter(s): Nancy Githiri - Kahuho Road Academy  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Teacher Training and Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:00pm - 5:25pm 

 

Utata wa mabadiliko ya Sauti katika Lugha ya Kiswahili: Umuhi-
mu wa Maelezo ya Kiisimu katika Ufundishaji wa Kiswahili kama 
Lugha ya Kigeni        

Makala hii inalenga kujadili mabadiliko ya sauti za Kiswahili na jinsi mabadiliko 
haya yanavyoweza kuelezwa na kufahamika ili kufanikisha ufundishaji na 
uelewekaji wa sarufi na lugha ya Kiswahili kwa jumla. Mifano mbalimbali ita-
tumiwa kuangazia swala hili ambalo si wataalam wengi wa Kiswahili kama lugha 
ya kigeni, hulizingatia.       

Presenter(s): Leonard Muaka - Howard University  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL  Acquisition Research  

Applicable Language(s): Swahili  Time: 5:30pm - 5:55pm 

 

 

Parallel Session 3f  4:30pm - 6:00pm 
Language Specific - Ndebele 

 
Location: CIRRUS C 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Ukuphathisa abafundi abazifundisa bengelatitsha (abe-
Independent Study) emfundweni ephezulu      

Emfundweni ephezulu abafundi beza eklasini yolimi ngezizatho ezitshiyeneyo 
njalo babhekana lobunzima obehlukeneyo. Umsebenzi lo uchwayisisa uveze 
ukuba kungani abanye babafundi bezifundisa bengelatitsha njalo lobunzima 
abahlangana labo. Injongo enkulu yikuxoxa ngezindlela lababafundi aban-
gaphathiswa ngazo ukuze balukhulume ulimi. Abafundisa izindimi zesiNguni 
bakhuthazwa ukuba balandele ama-standards, baxhumane labafundi ngegetsi 
njalo basebenzise izithombe.      

Presenter(s): Galen Sibanda - Michigan State University 

Sponsor(s): ALTA  

Target Area(s): AFL Instruction from Pre-K to Professional  

Applicable Language(s): Ndebele Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

DAILY PROGRAM 

Parallel Session 3     4:30pm - 6:00pm 
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DAILY PROGRAM DAILY PROGRAM 

 

NCOLCTL Delegate  

Assembly Meeting 

     Time: 6:30pm -11:00pm 

Location: LURAY BALLROOM  F 
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DAILY PROGRAM DAILY PROGRAM 

Parallel Session 4     7:30pm - 11:00pm 

Language Specific: Panel and 

Business  Meetings  

     7:30pm -11:00pm 
Parallel Session 4A  Location: LURAY BALLROOM  F  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

 

CHAUKIDU/ Kiswahili Business Group/ Annual Meeting 

 

 

Parallel Session 4B  Location: CIRRUS A  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

 

AATY Business Group/ Annual Meeting 

 

 

 

Parallel Session 4C  Location: LURAY BALLROOM D 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

 

XXXX Business Group/ Annual Meeting 

 

Parallel Session 4D  Location: LURAY BALLROOM E 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

 

XXXX Business Group/ Annual Meeting 
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Slacking Off in Class: 21st Century Collaboration Tool    

Learning trends are now characterized by the use of many web 2.0 tools 
used for collaboration. This presentation focuses on ‘Slack’ –a cloud-based 
team collaboration tool. I will demonstrate how Slack can be used to send 
both synchronous and asynchronous messages directly to an entire class, 
engage learners, and promote collaboration by bringing all communication 
together in one place.     

Presenter(s): Patrick Mose - Ohio University   

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): AFL Innovations and Technology  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 09:55am 

 

Parallel Session 5b  8:30am - 10:00am 

Location: LURAY BALLROOM D 

Chair: xxxxxx 

Funny Tales from China: What I Wish I’d Learned in Class   

How do successful American college students learn and study Chinese? 

Which elements of classroom teaching and personal study habits to they 

attribute most to their abilities to produce and comprehend Chinese? BJ 

Moyars will present tales of his unique learning odysseys in China and how 

he took language learning into his own hands.   

Presenter(s): Benjamin Moyars - Moyars Consulting, LLC  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, 
or Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 8:30am - 8:55am 

 

Heritage Language Maintenance Among Asian Immigrants 
in Hawaii: Challenges and Opprotunities   

My paper investigates how Asian immigrants in Hawaii, specifically, Filipi-

no, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and Vietnamese, maintain, preserve, and 

strengthen the use of their heritage languages.  It also presents the role of 

family, school and community in maintaining their heritage languages. 

Likewise, it explores the challenges and opportunities of using their heritage 

languages in Hawaii.    

Presenter(s): Leticia Pagkalinawan - University  of Hawaii at Manoa  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, 
or Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

Investigating Willingness to Communicate among Chinese 
L2 Learners in the US    

This empirical study examines the construct of Chinese L2 learners’ willing-
ness to communicate (WTC) and explores differences of L2 WTC con-
struct between heritage and non-heritage learners. The findings confirm the 
centrality of L2 WTC and indicate lower WTC among heritage learners. 
The study discusses the findings and proposes pedagogical practices to 
improve L2 WTC among learners of Chinese in US.     

Presenter(s): Ying Zhou - St. Olaf College  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL  Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, 
or Immersion Settings  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 09:55am 

DAILY PROGRAM DAILY PROGRAM 

Registration    8:00am - 5:00pm 

Location: LURAY  FOYER  A 

002 Exhibition Hours   8:00am - 5:00pm 

Location: LURAY  FOYER  

 

 

C03 Colloquium   8:30 am - 10:00 am 

Location: CIRRUS A  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Exploring Innovative Approaches to Assessment As Pathways to 
LCTL Education  

Through a carefully designed blended sequence of activities, this StarTalk pro-
gram provided LCTL participants multiple avenues to explore critical considera-
tions that directly influence transitioning to teaching in a learner-centered class-
room. This presentation demonstrates how we used a blended approach to devel-
op planning skills and strategies that address performance assessments.  This 
study specifically focused on assessment skills and strategies and examined how 
teachers address the challenges of working across languages and cultures of US 
schools to implement these new strategies.      

Presenter(s): Young Jung - George Mason University, Majorie Haley - George 
Mason University, Hye Young Shin - American University, & Sherry Steeley  -   
Georgetown University  
Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 
Target Area(s): All 

Applicable Language(s): All 

 

Parallel Session 5a  8:30am - 10:00am 

Location: LURAY BALLROOM E  

Chair: xxxxxx 

It takes a village – AFLI & the Language Flagship Program   

The success of the African Flagship Languages Initiative (AFLI) within a large 

program - the language flagship - demonstrates wonders that can be recorded 

through a partnership between government agencies, private organizations, and 

academic institutions (public-private partnership model) not only within a given 

country, but across the globe.   

Presenter(s): Charles Bwenge - University of Florida  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Sustainability and Advocacy Initiatives  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 8:30am - 8:55am 

 

Bring life to Arabic Language 

How can we as educators of Arabic language revive it and make it shines in our 

learners' lives? Arabic is a lively language and we to utilize the modern technology 

to serve as an agent for our learners to Practise it on daily basis.How can we 

motivate our learners to advance in their acquisition of Arabic language.   

Presenter(s): Narmeen Slim - Independent Scholar   

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): AFL Innovations and Technology  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

Colloquium 3 & Parallel Session 5  8:30am - 10:00am 
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DAILY PROGRAM DAILY PROGRAM 

Parallel Session 5d  8:30am - 10:00am 

Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM   D 

Chair: xxxxxx 

Sensitivity of L2 learners to morphophonological and semantic 

information when marking Swahili grammatical gender.   

Learners of L2s with grammatical gender can utilize morphophonological or 

semantic cues when assigning gender in L2, and research has found that learn-

ers assign gender more successfully when cues are canonical rather than non-

canonical. This study investigates the success of English-speaking L2 Swahili 

learners at assigning gender to Swahili nouns.    

Presenter(s): Magdalyne Akiding -  Michigan State University 

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Acquisition Research  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 8:30am - 8:55am 

 

The Effects of Using Songs in L2 Vocabulary Acquisition 

Language learner encounters challenges when learning a foreign language. 

With the advanced technology, utilizing visual and   technological educational 

tools can contribute positively to learners to develop language skills in the 

foreign language. According to many reserchers, songs can aid in language 

acquisition in several ways. It can increase attention and arousal, enhance 

phonological discrimination, and optimize the learning mechanism.     

Presenter(s): Batol Alizairij  & Ola Dakeek - Global Educational Excellence  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Acquisition Research  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

A Survey of the Inclusion of Oral Tradition in basic Education: 
A Review of Pedagogical Instructional Language and Bilingual 
Education in Nigeria.    

This paper examines the extent of inclusion of oral tradition in the Nigerian 
basic school English and Yoruba languages and literature curriculum. It also 
attempts to re-address the issues which hinge on curriculum inadequacy, 
language of instruction, bilingual instructional strategy and neglect of chil-
dren’s cultural heritage in our educational system which consequently has 
security and unity implications for the Nigerian.      

Presenter(s): Solomon Makinde - Lagos State University, Nigeria , Okebuko-
la Foluso Olutoyin - Lagos State University, Nigeria, &  Kolade, Abiodun 
Ahmed - Lagos State University, Nigeria  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL  Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 09:55am 

Parallel Session 5c  8:30am - 10:00am 

Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM  C 

Chair: xxxxxx 

African Language Coordination: My Entry by Serendipity and 

Learnt Lessons   

The paper explores a language coordinator’s professional journey of running an 

African languages program and his navigation of the many changes and challeng-

es that have taken place in the field. It provides insights on the approaches that 

have been utilized to sustain the program and what the future holds.   It discusses 

and provides insights on the approaches that have been utilized to sustain an 

African languages program at his school amidst these changes, the challenges that 

have been witnessed and continue to be experienced in the Less Commonly 

Taught Languages field, emerging lessons and what the future holds.   

Presenter(s): Peter Ojiambo - University of Kansas  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Sustainability and Advocacy Initiatives  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 8:30am - 8:55am 

 

Enhancing Global Awareness of African Languages and Culture 
through Service Learning 

This paper shows how teachers and students worked together to bring awareness 

about the relevance of Swahili in America through Service Learning by offering 

Swahili language and culture lessons to the elderly. Participants recognized the 

presence of Swahili in English, the media and fashion, while students practiced 

their language skills.  This study sought to educate the American public about the 

relevance and prominence of Swahili language and culture in America through 

service learning.     

Presenter(s): Dainess Maganda - The University of Georgia  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Sustainability and Advocacy Initiatives  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

Teaching the Yoruba language and culture through folktales and 
riddles : The role of the media    

The paper examines how media content are being employed in a foreign language 
classroom settings. It identifies problems relating to the use of folktales and 
riddles and also suggests how to maximize benefits in the material. It also sug-
gests ways to maximize the linguistic and cultural benefits that are buried in the 
materials to enlighten students on the culture and the language of the Yoruba 
people towards the  prevention of the language and culture from going into 
extinction      

Presenter(s): Deborah Agboola - University of Ilorin,  Nigeria 

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Sustainability and Advocacy Initiatives  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 09:55am 

Parallel Session 5     8:30am - 10:00am 
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Parallel Session 5   Language Specific  8:30am - 10:00am 

Parallel Session 5f  8:30am - 10:00am 

Location: ROCKBRIDE 

Chair: xxxxxx 

Standards-Based Project to Help Learners Think and Act Crea-
tively and Critically in Korean   

The presentation demonstrates a standards-based project that provided inter-
mediate Korean language learners at a U.S. college with a meaningful learning 
environment that encouraged them to think and act creatively and critically in 
Korean and enhanced their Korean proficiency in the interpersonal, interpre-
tive, and presentational modes of communication. The presenter will share 
her methodologies and materials and students’ work samples.   

Presenter(s): Myounghee Cho -  University of Rochester   

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 8:30am - 8:55am 

 

Teaching Medical Arabic: Challenges and Prospects  

While most commonly taught languages have textbooks for healthcare set-
tings, there is no Arabic textbook of such genre. The Arabic program at 
Wayne State University expanded its language offerings to meet its students’ 
needs.  Due to the lack of materials, we developed a curriculum that will fill a 
critical educational gap by providing students with practical information re-
garding medical Arabic.       

Presenter(s): Abderrahman Zouhir & Abdulqadir Abdulkarim -  Wayne State 
University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

Culturally Equipped: Designing Course Materials Around Cul-

tural and Literature Aspects 

This paper talks about achievements and challenges that the presenters experi-

enced and enjoyed before, during, and after designing course materials for the 

Hindi Summer camp and 1st to 4th year Hindi, Urdu, and Punjabi language 

classes.  These aspects can be applied to any Language and/or LCTL with 

some modifications.    

Presenter(s): Premlata Vaishnava - Michigan State University and Pinderjeet 
Gill - University of Michigan  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 09:55am 
 

 

Parallel Session 5e Swahili 8:30am - 10:00am 

Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM   B 

Chair: xxxxxx 

Mradi wa Kuzungumza    

Baada ya kujifunza Kiswahili kwa hata mihula miwili, utafiti wangu umegundua 

kuwa wanafunzi wengi wanaojifunza Kiswahili Marekani huwa wanamatatizo ya 

kuwasiliana na wazawa au wazungumzaji wa lugha hii popote wawapo. Mradi huu 

wa kuzungumza na wanafunzi na walimu Afrika Mashariki kupitia teknolojia 

unatoa mwangaza wa jinsi ya kuboresha umilisi na utendaji wao katika lugha ya 

Kiswahili.    

Presenter(s): Khalid Kitito - St. Lawrence University  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL  Innovations and Technology  

Language of Presentation: Swahili 

Applicable Language(s): Swahili  Time: 8:30am - 8:55am 

 

Kopasi katika Ufundishaji wa Lugha ya Pili: Mfano wa vishazi 
rejeshi katika Kiswahili   

Wasilisho hili linaangazia umuhimu wa kopasi katika ufundishaji wa lugha ya pili. 

Kama kielelezo, nilichanganua vishazi rejeshi 364: 179 vilitumia o-rejeshi kama 

kiambishi-awali na 184 vilitumia amba. Uchanganuzi wa takwimu ulionyesha 

kwamba wasemaji wanapendelea kutumia o-rejeshi kama kiambishi-awali ili ku-

finya kirejelewa ilihali amba huendeleza mada bila kufinya kirejelewa. Kopasi ni 

tekonolojia muhimu ya kuchunguza matumizi ya maumbo mbalimbali ya lugha.    

Presenter(s): Mohamed Mwamzandi - University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL  Innovations and Technology  

Language of Presentation: Swahili 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

Nadharia ya Vikoa vya Maana katika Ufunzaji wa Msamiati wa 
Kiswahili kama Lugha ya Pili (KLP)    

Kumekuwapo na ongezeko la watu wanaotoka nje ya jumuia hii kuhitaji kujifunza 
lugha ya Kiswahili. Katika ufunzaji wa lugha yoyote ile, msamiati ni nyenzo kuu 
na ya msingi kabisa. Ili kuzidi kuimarisha juhudi za kusambaza lugha hii, makala 
haya yanachunguza namna ufunzaji wa msamiati wa lugha hii unavyoweza ku-
rahisishwa kwa kutumia nadharia ya vikoa vya maana.     

Presenter(s): Saul Bichwa - Dar es Salaam University College of Education  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): African Heritage Language, Immersion or Bilingual Education  

Language of Presentation: Swahili 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 09:55am 
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Plenary Session 3      10:10am - 11:20pm 

Location: LURAY BALLROOM A/B/C       Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Roundtable: “Expanding Access to the LCTLs: Products & Methods”      

Abstract: New and expanding initiatives, products, programs and technologies now promise significant improvement in access to under-resourced lan-

guages in the US. However, these developments need to be recognized and expanded, as they are critical to realizing the goal articulated in two national 
reports (“America’s Languages: Investing in Language Education for the 21st Century” & “Languages for All”) of making possible the learning of any lan-
guage by any resident of this country. This roundtable convenes national leaders from academe, government and industry to feature some of the nation’s 
most promising initiatives affecting the LCTLs, specifically AAAS “America’s Languages,” 7000 Languages, Dual Language Immersion, SCOLA, STAR-
TALK, and Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center Online Products, among others.  The discussion is intended to make these and other 
resources known and appreciated and to encourage their expansion and use.         

Speakers: 

Richard Brecht: Chair: Co-Director, American Councils Research Center  

David Ellis: Executive Director, National Foreign Language Center  

Thomas Haines:  Defense and National Intelligence Advisor, SCOLA. 

Michel Quinlan: CEO, Transparent Language  

William Rivers, Executive Director, Joint National Committee for Languages—National Language Council  

Robert Slater:  Co-Director, American Councils Research Center  
 

     Short Bio 

             Short Bio 

 

 

 

 

 

Richard Brecht 

Having received his M.A. and Ph.D. from Harvard University, Dr. Brecht is Professor Emeritus at the University 
of Maryland and currently co-director of the American Councils Research Center, a think tank devoted to provid-
ing evidence for language policy and management decisions in education and the work place. As an academic entre-
preneur, he has founded, built and led over a dozen academic organizations, including American Councils for 
International Education, the Center for Advanced Study of Language (a Department of Defense University Affili-
ated Research Center), the National Council of Less Commonly Taught Languages, and the National Foreign 
Language Center. Currently, Dr. Brecht is Co-Founder and Chief Research Officer of a business providing lan-
guage help and cultural coaching to ordinary people facing everyday communication problems around the world. 
Dr. Brecht has testified multiple times before Congressional committees, made many academic presentations, and 
authored and edited dozens of scholarly books, textbooks, manuals, articles and reviews on language policy, second 
language acquisition, and Slavic and Russian linguistics.  Among the latest is a briefing paper “America’s Languages: 
Challenges and Promise” for the recent language education commission of the American Academy of Arts & Sci-
ences. Finally, Dr. Brecht has received numerous awards from national and international organizations in the lan-
guage field. 

 

 

 

 

 

David Elis 

 

 

David Ellis is Executive Director of the National Foreign Language Center at the University of Maryland. He has 
over 20 years of experience in foreign language teaching, training, and curriculum design. He also has a wealth of 
experience in management and administration in academic, business, and military settings. He earned his BS in 
Economics & Mathematics from the US Military Academy at West Point, his MA in Second Language Acquisition 
from the University of Hawaii, and his PhD in Second Language Acquisition from the University of Maryland, 
College Park, with a focus on language assessment. His current areas of focus include developing a model of learn-
er persistence and clarifying the role of technology in foreign language education.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thomas Haines 

 

 

irector of the National Foreign Language Center at the University of Maryland. He has over 20 years of experience 
in foreign language teaching, training, and curriculum design. He also has a wealth of experience in management 
and administration in academic, business, and military settings. He earned his BS in Economics & Mathematics 
from the US Military Academy at West Point, his MA in Second Language Acquisition from the University of 
Hawaii, and his PhD in Second Language Acquisition from the University of Maryland, College Park, with a focus 
on language assessment. His current areas of focus include developing a model of learner persistence and clarifying 
the role of technology in foreign language education.  

 

 

Short Bio 
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Michel Quinlan 

Michael Quinlan is the CEO of Transparent Language, Inc. of Nashua, New Hampshire.  Transparent is the devel-
oper of the Transparent Language Online platform for the learning and teaching of languages at schools, libraries 
and businesses, and of the CL-150 Platform for the learning and teaching of languages for US government purpos-
es. Transparent Language platforms makes it feasible to create and deliver powerful custom technology for each 
different language, level, domain and curriculum. Transparent recognizes that intense customization and individual-
ization of language training and sustainment are keys to transformationally more economical and effective out-
comes.  

Michael is also the Founder and former Executive Director of the 7000 Languages Project, which began as an 
internal pro-bono initiative at Transparent Language. Transparent’s specialized language platforms are optimized 
for creating and delivering highly customized technology-enabled materials for new languages and curricula, so they 
happen also to be extraordinarily well-suited to the needs of under-resourced language communities. 7000 Lan-
guages—now a fully independent non-profit organization—makes world class authoring, learning and teaching 
technology available at no charge to experts and advocates of endangered languages and other languages of low 
commercial interest. (7000.org) 

  Michael has served two three-year terms as Chair of the New Hampshire High Technology Council. He is cur-
rently Chair of the Board of the Corporation of Beaver Brook Association, a New Hampshire nature conservancy.   

Short Bio 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Williams Rivers 

 

 

Bill Rivers serves as the Executive Director of the Joint National Committee for Languages, representing more 
than 135 organizations from all sectors of the Language Enterprise in Washington, DC. A long-time researcher, 
strategic planner, and business leader, he advocates for language with the US Government and the business com-
munity. Dr. Rivers has over 25 years of experience in culture and language for economic development and national 
security, with expertise in research, assessment, program evaluation, and policy development and advocacy. During 
his career, Dr. Rivers has also taught Russian at the University of Maryland, worked as a freelance interpreter and 
translator, and conducted field work in Kazakhstan, where he regularly returns to teach at several universities. 
Having received his Ph.D. in Russian, Dr. Rivers has lived and worked in more than 20 countries 

Short Bio 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Robert Slater is Co-Director of the American Councils Research Center.  He also directs the newly formed Dual 
Language Immersion Research Alliance. From 1992-2010 Dr. Slater served as Director of the National Security 
Education Program (NSEP). He established the highly successful Boren Scholarship and Fellowship programs, was 
the principal architect of the Language Flagship program and the National Language Service Corps.  Dr. Slater was 
a Co-PI on a major recent r study of the impact of dual language immersion programs on K-12 academic perfor-
mance in Portland (OR) Public Schools and is now Co-PI on a follow up study in Utah. Dr. Slater holds a Ph.D. in 
International Relations from The American University.   

Short Bio 
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General Lunch and Exhibition 

Poster & Exhibition Session     11:30am - 12:00pm  

Location: LURAY BALLROOM  F 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Enhancing L2 Japanese Learners’ Language Development and Intercultural Competence through the Interactions with the Local 
Community     

This presentation will introduce attempts of connecting Advanced L2 Japanese students with the local Japanese community. The projects include a joint-session 
with L1 Japanese middle school students of Saturday Japanese School. Issues on curriculum development, assessment, and challenges of incorporating communi-
ty-based learning will be discussed.       

Presenter(s): Naoko Kurokawa - Duke University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): All  

Applicable Language(s): All   

 

Self-Reported Student Learning, Satisfaction, and Motivation in STARTALK Summer Language Programs    

This presentation will report findings from a survey of 1700 STARTALK students representing 11 LCTLs, analyzing teacher, program, and student characteris-
tics to reveal their impacts on student satisfaction ratings, self-reported acquisition, and motivation. Results will be of interest to LCTL teachers and administra-
tors for purposes of program planning and administration.      

Presenter(s): Catherine Pulupa - National Foreign Language Center  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): All 

Applicable Language(s): All  

 

Student Feedback: A Tool for Material and Instructors’ Development.     

One of the major goals of a lesson is to actively engage learners in ways that will not only contribute to their development but also the instructor’s growth. This 
paper shall discuss ways in which language and culture instructors can incorporate students feedback into their lessons and how it can contribute to their 
(instructors) development.   

Presenter(s): Matthew Ajibade - Indiana University, Bloomington 

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All   

  

Business Communication of Americans and Africans: Intercultural Challenges and Coping Strategies.     

Based on social symbolic interactionism theory, this paper explores the communication of Americans and Africans in an intercultural business environment. 
With the exploration, the paper elaborates on their practice. The purpose is to expose common communication barriers and to suggest solutions to them.  This 
paper will offer insight into business connection between Africa and America and impresses on its audience that linguistic and cultural factors do create barriers 
to business transactions between Americans and their African counterparts. The paper will identify the factors and explain how each becomes a barrier to the 
busness communication of interlocutors.          

Presenter(s): Bayo Omolola - Howard University 

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL in the work place   

Applicable Language(s): All   

12:10pm –1:20pm 

Chaukidu Special Reception 

See details on page 36 | Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM   A 
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Plenary Session  4     1:30pm - 2:40pm  

Location: LURAY  A/B/C       Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Panel Presentation  
Speakers: 

Timothy Allen: The director of the Fauquier County Arabic and Turkish STARTALK Program  

Matt Coss :University of Maryland, College Park 

Hannah Dannenfeldt: University of Maryland, College Park 

 

 

 

 

 

Timothy Allen  

Presentation Title: Using Thematic Units to Teach Modern Standard Arabic  

Abstract: In this plenary session, Fairfax County Public Schools educator Timothy Allen will look at the opportu-

nities that learning Arabic has opened up to him, and how he has used them to develop Arabic programs in a sub-
urban school district. He will focus on starting high school academic year Arabic programs, developing Arabic 
learning opportunities for adults, and navigating the challenges of keeping these programs sustainable  

Short Bio: Timothy Allen is a world language instructor for Fairfax County Public Schools. He teaches Arabic, 

Spanish, and French at Herndon High School. He has initiated a two part Arabic for Educators program for teach-
ers in Fairfax County Public Schools. He also serves as the director of the Fauquier County Arabic and Turk-
ish STARTALK Program. He earned his B.A. in Spanish from the University of Florida and his M.A. in Arabic 
from Georgetown University, and is a CASA graduate from the American University of Cairo  

 

 

 

 

 

Matt Coss 

Short Bio: Matt Coss is a first year graduate student in the Second Language Acquisition MA program at the 

University of Maryland, College Park. In addition to completing a Master’s Degree, Matt is working as a Graduate 
Assistant on the STARTALK project at the National Foreign Language Center. Prior to coming to the University 
of Maryland and the NFLC, Matt was a student, TA and more recently a lead instructor and curriculum consultant 
in multiple STARTALK Mandarin Chinese programs. Matt received his BA in Hispanic Linguistics and Chinese 
from UNC Chapel Hill, and while in undergraduate school was both a TA and instructor for multiple Chinese and 
Spanish courses as well as a series of Medical Spanish courses at UNC's School of Medicine. Despite only being 24 
years old, Matt has been a World Languages teacher (first Spanish, later Spanish and Chinese) for 8 years, teaching 
students in all grades K-12 as well as adult and professional students at a range of proficiency levels spanning Nov-
ice-Advanced. Matt was also rated Superior on the OPI in Mandarin in December of 2015. Beyond graduate 
school, Matt hopes to dedicate his life and career to improving the way foreign languages are taught and learned in 
the United States . 

Presentation Title: Using Thematic Units to Teach Modern Standard Arabic  

Abstract: This plenary session will briefly present one example of successful achievement of Superior proficiency in a LCTL (Mandarin Chinese). More 

importantly, this session will explore common problems that LCTL teachers face, including student retention, student motivation, and student achievement, 

 

 

 

 

 

Hannah Dannenfeldt  

Short Bio: Hannah Dannenfeldt is pursuing a Master of Arts in Security Policy Studies at the Elliott School of 

International Affairs at The George Washington University (GWU). She also interns with the Africa division at 
the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) and volunteers with the Global Language Network as a 
Swahili language teacher. As an undergraduate also at GWU, Hannah studied abroad in Rwanda and spent six 
months in New York as an intern at the United Nations Office on the Prevention of Genocide and the Responsi-
bility to Protect. Most recently, Hannah served as a David L. Boren Fellow in Tanzania studying Swahili and 
working with a local NGO which seeks to reduce land conflict between pastoralists and farmers. She hopes to 
pursue a career that utilizes her interests in atrocity prevention as well as her Swahili language skills. 

Presentation Title: Milima haikutani lakini binadamu hukutana  

Abstract: This presentation focuses on the unique opportunities that the knowledge of Swahili affords students – both in employability, as well as in creat-

ing human connections. Employability is what can initially motivate students to learn a foreign language, but it is love for the language and friendships that are 
made possible through language that can lead them to language acquisition. This is through the lens of a student who learned Swahili as an adult, and prior to 
such study, struggled to learn other languages. 
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C04A Colloquium   Session One: 2:50pm - 4:20pm and Session Two: 4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Location: LURAY  A/B/C        

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

NFMLTA  

sponsored Panel Session  

Speakers: 

Jieun Ryu, University of Arizona  

Christopher Kaiser, Columbia University  

Zoran Starčević, Defense Language Institute  

Kathleen Evans, Indiana University  

Fernando Rubio, University of Utah  

Maria Carreira, California State University Long Beach and National Heritage LRC  

Olena Chernishenko and Faten Salama, ICA  

Danko Šipka : General Discussion – University of Arizona 

 

Presentation Theme: Less Common Language Learning Contexts: Types and Takeaways 

 Introduction: 

While the most common type of learning context for world languages remains a general language course at a higher or lower level; in schools, community 
colleges, or universities; in-class, on-line, or hybrid. There are numerous other contexts of language learning as well, including but not limited to individual 
tutoring, teaching dispersed populations of languages that are never in a regular setting, learning for special purposes, heritage speaker classes, conversion 
courses (retraining learners with a previous knowledge of a related language), community teaching, teaching to motivate for regular classes, survival classes 
(those that just teach some basic phrases for most common situations), etc. What all these language contexts have in common is that they strive to accommo-
date special needs of a diversified student population. 

  

From a practical viewpoint, teachers in common language learning contexts can also learn from the aforementioned uncommon settings. To that end, what 
are curricular and technological solutions that can be successfully implemented in the most common settings? To answer this question, the professionals 
teaching in the less common language learning contexts are asked to answer a series of questions about their programs and reflect upon their applicability in 
common language learning contexts. Specifically, each of them will comment on their recruitment, curricular development (lesson plans, material selection, 
assessment, quality assurance), technological implementation, and teacher-training strategies. In each of these fields, they will present their takeaways and the 
suggestions for possible application in common learning contexts. 

 

First Topic: Self-instruction and Tutoring  - Jieun Ryu, University of Arizona 

The mission of the Critical Languages Program (CLP) is supporting and increasing the offerings of LCTLs and making instruction readily available for all. 
However, there are many known challenges that a department faces to offer LCTL language courses including, but not limited to, budget, instructor, etc 
(Gor & Vats, 2009; O’Connell & Norwood, 2007; Sanatullova-Allison, 2008). To achieve its mission and overcome the challenges, CLP offers self-
instructional classes with mandatory weekly group tutoring sessions. CLP classes are adapted from National Association of Self-Instructional Language Pro-
grams (NASILP) model and the courses take similar pedagogical approach to flipped classroom approach where students engage in meaningful activities in 
class and study the materials beforehand outside the classroom (Bergmann & Sams, 2012). CLP started with 1 group of students learning Hungarian 30 years 
ago and, currently, CLP offers 13 different languages with 400 students. This presentation will discuss how CLP courses are designed and operated; how CLP 
ensures the quality of its courses; and the main takeaways and suggestions.  

 

Second Topic: Dispersed language learners - Christopher Kaiser, Columbia University 

Since the early 2000s, advances in videoconferencing technology have allowed for language learning to take place across distance. There now exists a variety 
of platforms for videoconferencing, as well as numerous contexts and degrees of formality around which a such a language learning experience can be struc-
tured. This presentation will touch briefly on the principal forms in which language learning via distance can take place, and will discuss the main affordances 
and limitations of each. It will argue that one solution is not inherently better than another, but rather that an approach to distance learning should be select-
ed and developed according to the specific needs of a given collaboration.  

The second part of this paper will discuss one such collaboration, the Shared Course Initiative (SCI). Since 2012, this program has used high-definition vide-
oconferencing to connect less-commonly-taught language classrooms at Columbia, Cornell, and Yale. Now in its sixth year, the SCI creates a shared class-
room space of dynamic, synchronous interaction for sixteen languages each semester. Even though these languages, which include among others Finnish, 
Yoruba, Modern Tibetan, and Indonesian, do not typically find themselves in the same departmental spaces, in the Columbia-Cornell-Yale collaboration they 
come together into one community of practice that seeks to identify common experiences, highlight lessons learned, and disseminate best practices.  

 

Colloquium 4A & B     2:50pm - 6:00pm  
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All share the common purpose of adapting to and refining the specialized pedagogy required for the distance format, even as they take on the far greater 
challenge of navigating the institutional vicissitudes surrounding the provision of less commonly taught languages. This paper will argue that it is in this collec-
tive response to the precarious institutional place of LCTLs that the lessons learned from the Shared Course Initiative can most productively be applied to 
more common language-learning contexts, including recruitment, sustainability, and the integration of pedagogy and technology. 

 

Third Topic: Conversion Courses - Zoran Starčević, Defense Language Institute  

This presentation will share relevant instructor experiences from facilitating “conversion courses” at the Defense Language Institute in Monterey, CA.  

A conversion course is a situational variation in which learners with sufficient prior proficiency in a foreign language are enrolled in a course in a closely relat-
ed language that is significantly shorter than it is for learners in a regular course – typically only about one third of the time spent in the regular course. An 
example: Graduates in a 47 week-long Russian Basic Course take a 14 week-long Serbian and Croatian Basic Course that is proficiency oriented and aims to 
reach the same proficiency levels in reading, listening and speaking as in the first language, based on DLPT and OPI tests taken at the time of graduation. 

The presentation will discuss desired and necessary preconditions for conversion courses, and advantages and challenges of this particular learning environ-
ment. In particular, it will elaborate on takeaways that can be helpful in successfully tailoring to the needs of learners who already have a limited working 
proficiency in a genetically related language when learning a related language regardless of the learning environment. 

 Fourth Topic: Motivational Courses (Enthusiasm in a Bottle: ‘Motivational’ Language Programming in Academia) - Kathleen 
Evans, Indiana University  
 
Language pedagogy in the U.S. has been marked over the past decade-and-a-half by the rise of ‘special language projects,’ delivered by academic institutions 
with external funding and responding to external—often non-academic—priorities. ‘Motivational courses,’ language courses whose primary goal is not to 
advance student proficiency, but to recruit students into long-term academic language study, represent a particularly interesting class of such projects. This 
presentation presents a taxonomy of ‘motivational’ courses, then explores the challenges of integrating them into traditional academic programs. Finally, it 
suggests best practices for preparing personnel, adjusting administrative structures, and evaluating the impact of such programs.  

 

========= Break ========= 
 

Fifth Topic: Learning for special purposes - Fernando Rubio, University of Utah  
 
This presentation describes the challenges of teaching critical languages in an intensive format to military personnel. The University of Utah’s Second Lan-
guage Teaching and Research Center (L2TReC) is one of nine federally-granted Language Training Centers whose mission is to develop expertise in critical 
languages, cultures and strategic regions for Department of Defense personnel. The students served by our program come from different units of the army, 
although the majority are part of the Utah Cryptologic Team, a group of linguistically advanced students with very specific needs. Our program’s instructional 
approach uses a combination of face-to-face and online components to provide the minimum 120 hours of annual language instruction required for annual 
language maintenance. Classes meet on campus 6 hours/day for three weeks with an additional 30 hours of online work.  

There are a number of difficulties that our instructors face when teaching these courses. For example, the intensive nature of the course requires creative 
pedagogies to maintain the students’ interest and engagement, both in the classroom and online. Also, the connection between face-to-face and online delivery 
has to be well planned to guarantee a seamless learning path for the students. An additional practical challenge is the fact that students’ goals for the course are 
not uniform and they don’t always match the goals set forth by the granting agency and our LTC.   

This session presents some of the lessons learned from these courses, including the need to adjust lesson plans to the course format, re-think the role of as-
sessment, integrate ongoing student feedback, build in student accountability, and maximize the advantages of technology integration. We will discuss the 
potential to apply these curricular shifts to other courses taught in more common learning contexts. 

 

Sixth Topic: Heritage speakers - Maria Carreira, California State University Long Beach and National Heritage LRC  -From a 
Signature Heritage Language Pedagogy to Praxis 
 
In this presentation I will discuss the state of heritage language instruction, drawing a distinction between a signature HL pedagogy, which is an abstract con-
struct consisting of principles, and its instantiation in real-life instructional contexts, that is, praxis. 

 Akin to language arts instruction for native speakers, a signature HL pedagogy is oriented towards building on the skills that learners bring the class, address-
ing their knowledge gaps, and responding to their affective and relational needs, as well as their aspirations. Furthermore, to make learning accessible to stu-
dents at different levels of proficiency, instruction is differentiated and learner-centered. 

 Originally developed for HL classes, this pedagogy proves challenging to operationalize in other instructional contexts, in particular, mixed classes (classes 
with HL and L2 learners) and out-of-classroom formats such as independent studies, internships, service learning, etc. Addressing this challenge constitutes 
one of the highest priorities of the field, given (1) the ubiquity of these formats – even programs with HL classes have them - and (2) the fact that many lan-
guage programs cannot offer HL classes, due to a number of factors that are not likely to change anytime soon. 

 As I will argue, recent research on reciprocal learning between HL and second language learners (i.e. Bowles, 2011; Henshaw, 2016) constitutes an important 
step towards addressing this challenge, but it is not enough. We need to understand these instructional formats. To this end, I will discuss the findings of a 
national survey of language programs that enroll HL learners and consider implications for the LCTLs   
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Seventh Topic: Survival classes - Olena Chernishenko and Faten Salama, ICA  

Presenters will discuss several models of survival language courses developed for various student profiles (university students, State Department, DLI, FBI). 
The advantages and disadvantages of the focus on one versus multiple language-skill development will be discussed. The authors will examine the impact of 
the length and intensity of the courses on learning outcomes, as well as a distance-learning model. Bridging from MSA to Iraqi and from Russian to Ukrainian 
in a survival class model will be discussed. Additionally, the presenters will speak about effective teaching strategies and the challenges in the survival culture 
and language courses for Army General Officers. The courses have been specifically designed for General Officers who will be traveling to or working in 
Afghanistan (Pashto), Saudi Arabia (Arabic), and Iraq (Arabic). The survival Italian culture and language course for Army General Officers will be presented 
and discussed as well, specifically, its development compared to the LCT survival language courses’ development. . 

  

==== General Discussion ==== 

Moderated by  Dr Danko Šipka   

Chaukidu Business Meeting:  First 

Journal Lunch Reception 

     12:10pm –1:20pm 

Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM   A 

Chair: xxxxxx 
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Parallel Session 6b  2:50pm - 4:20pm 

Location: LURAY BALLROOM D 

Chair: xxxxxx 

Telecollaboration: Potentials and Challenges of Virtual Im-

mersion and Autonomy in Portuguese as a foreign language 

and other Less Commonly Taught Languages 

The Technologies of Information and Communication (TICs) have facilitat-

ed the participation of Portuguese-speakers from various parts of the world 

in Portuguese as a foreign language classroom activities. Technology is thus 

placed at the service of virtual community engagement, where all participants 

in tandem are part of a community of practice.     

Presenter(s): Luis Goncalves - Princeton University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Innovation and Technology  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:50pm - 3:15pm  

 

The Current Curriculum Used in Teaching Arabic as a For-
eign Language in the USA : The Challenges and Possible 
Remedies     

This presentation focuses on the various definitions of authenticity in FL 
materials evaluation and design, and recommends activities and materials 
based on these views. The corpus based approach is highlighted as a way to 
combine approaches.       

Presenter(s): Hayat Ferzouz - Wayne State University   

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 3:20pm - 3:45pm 

 

Creating an Engaging Language Learning and Teaching En-

vironment in the ‘Five Minutes Before Class’  

A productive use of five minutes before class begins can create an engaging 

learning and teaching environment. The presenter will share the examples 

and the benefits of, and students’ reflections on, engaging practices that she 

has observed and conducted recently in connection with Korean language 

instruction in U.S. colleges. 

Presenter(s): Myounghee Cho - University of Rochester   

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development   

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 3:50pm - 4:15pm 

Parallel Session 6a  2:50pm - 4:20pm 

Location: LURAY BALLROOM E  

Chair: xxxxxx 

Translanguaging Practices in the Context of Monolingualism and 

Standardization  

This study examines the linguistic practices in a study abroad program in a multi-

lingual West African setting, focusing on how participants mobilize multiple 

linguistic resources to navigate the superdiverse linguistic landscape. Through 

Critical Discourse Analysis of communicative events in various domains of inter-

action, the study reveals how learners are socialized into translingual practices and 

subsequently subvert the program's monolingual ideologies.    

Presenter(s): Kazeem Sanuth - University of Wisconsin , Madison 

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:50pm - 3:15pm  

 

The speech act of apology by NNSs of Korean 

This study examines how students learning Korean as a foreign language in a U.S. 

college make a speech act of apology.  It is expected that the results of this study 

will contribute to interlanguage pragmatics studies in L2 Korean and suggest 

ways to teach appropriate speech acts of apology in L2 Korean.   

Presenter(s): Sangkyung Han - University of Michigan  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 3:20pm - 3:45pm 

 

Genre based Advanced Literacy for Heritage Hindi Learners  

This presentation will discuss the genre based approach to advance the linguistic 

and cultural proficiency of the heritage Hindi learners in the advanced level 

courses in the university setting. It will discuss the examples from Hindi texts as 

well as the task that enhances the way language is used in specific context.It is 

relevant for advanced level of language instruction.   

Presenter(s): Anand Dwivedi - Lauder Institute, University of Pennsylvania  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development   

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All Time: Time: 3:50pm - 4:15pm 

Colloquium 4A & Parallel Session 6 2:50pm - 4:20pm  
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Parallel Session 6c  2:50pm - 4:20pm 

Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM  C 

Chair: xxxxxx 

The Strategic Use of Classroom Warm-Up Activities 

When I started teaching, warm-up activities were not a priority for me.  Over the 

years, I came to discover how important they are.  In this presentation, I will 

discuss why warm-ups should be a priority for all of us, and I will offer sugges-

tions for fun and engaging warm-up activities.      

Presenter(s): Elaine Mshomba - University of Pennsylvania  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Instruction from Pre-K to Professional  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:50pm - 3:15pm  

 

STARTALK Journey: Student motivation to continue with ad-

vance language learning 

In this presentation, we will highlight STARTALK program goals of promoting 

advance language learning from pre-K to college level. We will highlight the 

achievement of students who have continuously participated in STARTALK 

summer programs at grade school level and their motivation to continue with 

their STARTALK journey at college level.     

Presenter(s): Alwiya Omar - Indiana University 

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Instruction from Pre-K to Professional  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: Time: 3:20pm - 3:45pm 

 

Creative Ways To Teach Culture, Customs and Vocabulary in the 

Yoruba Language Classroom  

Greetings are an important ritual in most human societies. Yoruba language is 

rich in greetings and the Yoruba are known to have a greeting for practical-

ly every situation. This paper explores creative ways for teaching culture, cus-

toms and essential vocabulary in the Yoruba language classroom.    

Presenter(s): Timothy Ajani - Fayetteville State University  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Instruction from Pre-K to Professional  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 3:50pm - 4:15pm 

Parallel Session 6d  2:50pm - 4:20pm 

Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM  D 

Chair: xxxxxx 

Swahili Cultural Immersion for American University Students: 

A Case Study of Toronto, Ontario 

Toronto has a vibrant Swahili community that has managed to retain much of 

their cultural identity. Programs that connect American students with Swahili 

community is an opportunity to provide cultural immersions. Cultural immer-

sive experiences add to a student’s direct understanding during his/her under-

graduate career.       

Presenter(s): Khalid Kitito & Robbin Crowell - St. Lawrence University, 
Canton  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Curriculum and Material Development  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 2:50pm - 3:15pm  

 

Using Technology to Flip the Classroom to Enhance Student 

Learning 

In my presentation I will discuss “Flipping the Classroom” concepts and 

strategies. Instead of one side lecture, technology changes the classroom into 

ongoing dialogue. Flipped classroom is an approach to ensure students have 

24/7 access to extraordinary teaching resources, throughout incorporating the 

technology resources to increases student-teacher interac-

tion, and to enhancing language learning in and beyond the physical class-

room, regardless students’ level.       

Presenter(s): Maha Sweis-Dababneh - DePaul University and Moraine Valley 
Community College 

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Innovations and Technology  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 3:20pm - 3:45pm 

 

Putting the Classroom in the Palm of Their Hands 

Language teachers are challenged to leverage technology in making less com-

monly taught languages attractive to learners. My presentation centers on an 

innovation in language teaching and how the chatbot I currently build has the 

capacity to interact with students on topics related to the Yoruba language 

and culture on messaging platforms, through media files like images, videos 

and page links.       

Presenter(s): Michael Oshindoro - Fayetteville State University, North Caro-
lina  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Innovations and Technology  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 3:50pm - 4:15pm 

 

 

 

DAILY PROGRAM DAILY PROGRAM 

Parallel Session 6      2:50pm - 4:20pm  
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Coloquium 4B & Parallel Session 7 -   4:30pm - 6:00pm 

C04 Colloquium   4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Location: xxx 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

NFMLTA  

sponsored Panel Session 

continued from the previ-

ous session  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parallel Session 7a - Swahili 4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Location: LURAY BALLROOM E  

Chair: xxxxxx 

Wazungu Njoo Wenyeji Tupone: Hali na mustakabali wa pro-

gramu za “Kiswahili kwa Wageni” ughaibuni na nyumbani.  

Makala hii inatumia mifano ya programu za Kiswahili kwa Wageni kati ya 

ughaibuni na nyumbani katika kuchunguza michakato ya kielimu, kiuchumi, 

kijamii na kisiasa inavyoathiri hali iliyopo, mafanikio na changamoto kuhusu 

mustkabali wa programu hizi katika karne ya 21 na kuendelea.     

Presenter(s): Mahiri Mwita - Princeton University  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): African Heritage Language, Immersion or Bilingual Educa-
tion  

Language of Presentation: Swahili 

Applicable Language(s): Swahili  Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

 

Ufundishaji wa Kiswahili kwa Wageni Katika Ulimwengo wa 

Sayansi na Teknolojia 

Makala hii inahusu ufundishaji wa Kiswahili kwa wageni  katika ulimwengu wa 

sayansi na teknolojia. Lengo la makala hii ni kuchunguza na kubaini jinsi 

sayansi na teknolojia inavyoweza kutumika kama mbinu ya kufundishia kiswa-

hili kwa wageni. Ukichunguza katika mitandao mbalimbali utaona baadhi ya 

watu wakifundisha na kutoa program za ufundishaji wa lugha kwa njia ya 

mtandao. Hata hivyo, swali la kujiuliza ni je, mbinu zipi zinazotumika katika 

kufundishia Kiswahili kwa wageni kwa kutumia sayansi na teknolojia?       

Presenter(s): Hadija Jilala & Hilda Pembe - The Open University, of Tanza-
nia  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Innovation and Technology  

Language of Presentation: Swahili 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:00pm - 5:25pm  

 

Dhima  na Changamoto za Mbinu ya  Tafsiri Katika 

Ufundishaji na Ujifunzaaji  wa Kiswahili Kama Lugha ya 

Kigeni 

Makala hii inalenga kuhakiki matumizi ya mbinu ya tafsiri katika ufundishaji 

wa Kiswahili kama lugha ya kigeni nchini Uganda. Kumekuwa na mwamko 

mpya wa kufufua mbinu ya tafsiri katika ufundishaji wa lugha zote duniani na 

kuitambua mbinu ya tafsiri kama ya tano katika stadi za ujifunzaji lugha ya 

kigeni au lugha ya pili.   

Presenter(s): Sarah Ngesu - South Eastern Kenya University   

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Acquisition Research   

Language of Presentation: Swahili 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:30pm - 5:55pm  
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DAILY PROGRAM DAILY PROGRAM 

Parallel Session 7 - Language Specific  4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Parallel Session 7b - Yoruba 4:30pm - 6:00pm 

CIRRUS BALLROOM  A 

Chair: xxxxxx 

Ọgbọ́n àgbọ́n-ọ̀n-gbọ́ntán: Agbéyẹ̀wò Fífi Ìmọ̀-ẹ̀rọ Kọ́ àwọn 

Akẹ́kọ̀ọ́ Hẹ́ritéèjì ní Èdè Yorùbá  

Bébà yìí yóò ṣe àgbéyẹ̀wò àwọn ọ̀nà tí a fi ń fi ìmọ̀ ẹ̀rọ kọ́ àwọn 
akẹ́kọ̀ọ́ hẹ́rítéèjì ni èdè Yorùbá bé èdè ilẹ̀ òkèèrè. Èròǹgbà wa ni 
láti ṣe àkíyèsì àwọn ìṣoro tí ó ń jẹyọ nídìí akitiyan wa láti fi ìmọ̀ 
ẹ̀rọ kọ́ àwọn akẹ́kọ̀ọ́ hẹ́rítéèjì ní Yorùbá pàápàá ní àwọn kíláàsì tí a 
bá ti ń kọ́ àwọn akẹ́kọ̀ọ́ hẹ́rítéjì mọ́ àwọn akẹ́kọ̀ọ́ tí kò gbédè 
Yorùbá rí tẹ́lẹ̀. A ó gbìyànjú láti dábàá ọ̀nà àbáyọ sí àwọn ìṣòro 
náà. Òbí irú àwọn akẹ́kọ̀ọ́ bẹ́ẹ̀ jẹ elédè Yorùbá ṣùgbọ́n mọ̀n-ọ́n-
sínú ni èdè náà fún àwọn. Ìpele-ìpele ni irú àwọn akẹ́kọ̀ọ́ yìí bí 
àlùbọ́sà oniṣu. Nítorí náà, ẹsẹ̀ eléégún lè dàpọ̀ mọ́ ti ẹlẹ́hàá bí a kò 
bá ṣọ́ra.   

Presenter(s): Oluseye Adesol - Yale University   

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: Yoruba 

Applicable Language(s): Yoruba Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

 

LÍLO ÀWỌN ÌWÉ ÀTÌGBÀDÉGBÀ ÀTI SINNIMÁ ÌGBÀLÓDÉ 

LÁTI KỌ́ ÒWE YORÙBÁ FÚN ÀWỌN AKẸḰỌ̀Ọ́ ÈDÈ YORÙBÁ 

NÍ ILẸ̀ AMẸŔÍKÀ  

Òwe jẹ́ ọ̀kan gbòógì lára ọ̀nà tí àwọn Yorùbá fi ń bá ara wọn 
sọ̀rọ̀. Yorùbá gbà wípé òwe l’ẹṣin ọ̀rọ̀, ọ̀rọ̀ l’ẹṣin òwe; bí ọ̀rọ̀ 
bá sọnù, òwe ni a fi ń wa. Bébà yìí yóò sọ nípa pàtàkì òwe 
fún akẹ́kọ̀ọ́ èdè Yorùbá àti lílo sinnima ìgbàlódé pẹ̀lú ìwé 

àtìgbàdégbà láti kọ́ àwọn òwe wọ̀nyìí . 

Presenter(s): Matthew Ajibade - Indiana University   

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: Yoruba 

Applicable Language(s): Yoruba Time: 5:00pm - 5:25pm 

Parallel Session 7c   4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Location: LURAY BALLROOM D 

Chair: xxxxxx 

Strategies for Minimizing Language Learners’ Anxiety 

Our paper will focus on anxiety. We will be introducing the definition of 
anxiety, the causes of anxiety in language learning, and how language learners 
can cope with anxiety. The paper will review past works on anxiety since the 
eighties to the present day. The paper will conclude by describing the teaching 
strategies at the Defense Language Institute California aimed at minimizing 
and curtailing anxiety in language teaching, including both linguistic and 
nonlinguistic strategies. In addition, strategies recommended by psychiatrists 
to cope with anxiety will be presented.    

Presenter(s): Sattar Al-Lami  & Michael Gelbman - Defense Language Insti-
tute, Monterey California  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): AFL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

 

Students’ Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Swahili GPA (2008-

2016) 

This paper presents a compilation of opinions of alumni of The Fulbright-
Hays Group Projects Abroad for Intensive Advanced Summer Swahili 
program (GPA) from 2008 to 2016 when the program was hosted by MS-
TCDC Arusha, Tanzania.  The Swahili GPA started in 1983 has been a very 
successful study abroad program under its successive directors and host 
institutions in the US, as well as in East Africa. Its successes and challenges 
provide ample lessons for future study abroad programs, not only in language 
programs, but also other subjects. However, not all aspects of the program 
are equally effective and successful. Some aspects were more successful than 
others, leading to lessons over the years. As in any study abroad program 
there many challenges (Paige, Cohen, Kappler, Chi, & Lassegard, 2004).  

Presenter(s): Deo Ngonyani - Indiana University, Peter Githinj - Kenyatta 
Universityi, Joachim Kisanji, & Yusta Mganga - MS-Training Center for De-
velopment Cooperation, Ar.   

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All Time: 5:00pm - 5:25pm 

The Role of Pragmatics in Achieving Higher Proficiency Levels 

The objective of pragmatics instruction is to show learners the different 

linguistic resources that could be used for specific contextual factors. 

Knowing grammatical rules do not automatically guarantees learners would 

function well within the target language.  Participants attending this 

presentation will revisit essential concepts that facilitate the understanding of 

pragmatic language awareness via simple hands-on activities and 

discussions.  The purposes of the presentation is to make participants 

conscious of what they already know about pragmatic language awareness and 

to facilitate the discussion of ways to use this knowledge of transferable L1 

pragmatic knowledge in L2 contexts to achieve higher proficiency levels.    

Presenter(s): Oya Bolgun & Ivanisa Ferrer  - Defense Language Institute   

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All Time: 5:25pm - 5:55pm 
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DAILY PROGRAM DAILY PROGRAM 

Awards Ceremony 
     7:00pm -12:00 Midnight | Location: LURAY BALLROOM A/B/C 

Parallel Session 7d   4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM  B  

Chair: xxxxxx 

Language teaching in Rwanda: The case of Kiswahili as a new-

ly adopted forth official language. 

Kiswahili was adopted by Rwanda as its forth official language since 2016 and 
now a compulsary subject in all first year secondary school. It is a big chal-
lenge to see how this system can achieve its goals particularly Rwandans ex-
pected to use Kiswahili for regional integration deserving serious considera-
tion. Learning and teaching approaches require high innovations for its imple-
mentation .     

Presenter(s): Malonga Pacique - BECOS  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Teacher Training and Development  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

 

Portuguese as an international language: pedagogical barriers 

in modern textbooks 

This paper aims to discuss and identify a restrict cultural approach of 
textbooks for Portuguese teaching in the international context.  Contrasting 
current textbooks and methods, the main goal is questioning how relevant 
selling a culture is. The paper will contrast and compare how international 
languages such as English, French and Spanish approach the cultural 
component depending on their target-audience. For the American 
undergraduate level, main academic target of this research, it has been seen 
how imposing a culture through a pedagogical material can be demotivating. 
This paper brings new pathways to teach Portuguese in the American 
academia through a cross-cultural awareness in order to create a 
comprehensive classroom, even for heritage speakers in mixed classes.    

Presenter(s): Eugenia Fernandes  - University of California, Davis  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Teacher Training and Development  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:00pm - 5:25pm 

 

An Appraisal of Team work and Problem Solving Skill into 
Arabic Curriculum in Nigeria Tertiary Institutions towards 
employability of Arabic Graduate in Yoruba Land, Nigeria 
This paper appraises skills into Arabic curriculum to provide opportunities for 
graduates in  Nigeria.  Population of 1,350 students was selected, 344 
responded to the study.  Findings show that the skills predict curriculum of 
Arabic and the inclusion of the skills in the curriculum is significant.The study 
suggested teamwork and problem-solving skills be embedded in the 
curriculum to enhance graduates’ chance for employment.     
Presenter(s): Morufudeen Adeniyi Shittu - Michael Otedola College of Pri-
mary Education, (MOC) 

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL  

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All Time: 5:25pm - 5:55pm 

Parallel Session 7e  4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM  C  

Chair: xxxxxx 

Applying Science of Learning in Foreign Language Education. 

Although science of learning is a relatively young field of knowledge, it has 
already developed empirically tested important general concepts and princi-
ples of learning and instruction, some of which however seem to run counter 
to major principles underlying today’s foreign language practice. The presenta-
tion invites the audience to reflect on these tensions.   

Presenter(s): Serafima Gettys -  Lewis University, IL   

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s):  LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 4:30pm - 4:55pm 

 

Addressing controversial issues in a foreign language class-

room. 

Controversial topics are a constant feature in the media and in the society 
which necessitates classroom discussions. However it can be a challenge to 
address these issues and more so discussing them in a foreign language class 
where students may have limited language and vocabulary. This paper will 
look at examples of how controversial issues have been discussed in Swahili 
classrooms.    

Presenter(s): Anne Jebet - University of  Virginia  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:00pm - 5:25pm 

Language-Learning Strategy Preferences Among Arabic Col-

lege-Level Students   

This study aimed to elicit students’ perceptions regarding their Ara-

bic language-learning strategy preferences (LLSPs). A sample of 123 college-

level students participated. Data were collected through a questionnaire and 

interviews. The findings reveal that Arabic language students tend to adopt a 

holistic view of the learning task and relate it to real-life and personal experi-

ence. They favor application-directed learning strategies aimed at establishing 

concrete processing and ultimately utilizing knowledge beyond the classroom.     

Presenter(s): Hezi Brosh  - United States Naval Academy  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): AFL Acquisition Research  

Language of Presentation: English 

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 5:25pm - 5:55pm 

Parallel Session 7 - Language Specific  4:30pm - 6:00pm 
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DAILY PROGRAM DAILY PROGRAM 

Colloquium 6 & Parallel Session 8  9:00am - 10:30am 

C06 Colloquium   9:00am - 10:30am 

Location: CIRRUS A  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Teaching with Short Story in the Communicative Language 
Classroom  

This panel will discuss successful instructional practices in the Hindi and 
Urdu classrooms at New York University. In particular, the presentations will 
focus on the strategies applied to engage students with mixed-abilities in 
communication by designing performance tasks in the three communicative 
modes.       

Presenter(s): Gabriela Nik. Ilieva -  New York University, Tahira Naqvi, & 
Rajni Bhargava - New York University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 10:30am 

 

Parallel Session 8a  9:00am - 10:30am 

Location: ROCKBRIDEGE  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

The effect of non-English morphology and unvocalized 
spelling on the creation of a modern Hebrew vocabulary fre-
quency list.     

I propose to create a vocabulary frequency list for written modern Hebrew. 
Hebrew’s synthetic morphology, semi-standardized spelling variations, and 
unvocalized corpus complicate the question of how to measure word fami-
lies. Grappling with these questions will shed light on the methodological 
pitfalls of applying the findings of English-based vocabulary acquisition 
studies to research in other languages.      

Presenter(s): Juan Pinto - University of Texas at Austin  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

Translanguaging: A new Challenge and Opportunity in LCTL 
classrooms   

Multilingual language learners are the norm in LCTL classrooms, and 
Translanguaging learners a reality.  Varied competencies of multilingual learn-
ers do not consist of separate competencies in each language, but “a multi-
competence that functions symbiotically for the different languages in one’s 
repertoire” (Canagarajah 2011). This paper explores implications of, and ways 
to effectively engage with such Translanguaging learners in LCTL class-
rooms.        

Presenter(s): Gautami Sha  -  Univeristy of Texas at Austin   

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 9:55am 

 

STARTALK Swahili Infrastructure Project  

Instructional resources for Swahili courses at Novice-Mid to Advanced Low 
will be presented. The resources target students in grade 6-12 and include 
curricula, lesson plans, and instructional videos. The videos will complement 
the curricula and lesson plans and make best teaching and learning practices 
more comprehensible and accessible to Swahili teachers. The presenter will 
present on six instructional resources for Swahili courses (Novice-Mid to 
Advanced Low) which have been developed by the Language Acquisition 
Resource Center  

(LARC) at San Diego State University (SDSU) through 2017 STARTALK Infra-
structure grant.      

Presenter(s): Farid Saydee - San Diego State University & Shahnaz Ahmadeian 
Fard - Language Acquisition Resource Center, San Diego St,  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 10:00am - 10:25am 

 

 

Parallel Session 8b  9:00am - 10:30am 

Location: LAYTON 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Learning Swedish as a heritage language: Reclaiming a cultural 
legacy     

The loss of heritage language in third-generation Scandinavian-Americans is a 
well-documented phenomenon, but the effort to reconnect with heritage culture 
and society by means of formal classroom language study has not been closely 
examined. This paper is an analysis, both retrospective and introspective, of the 
role of focused attention and deliberate practice in Swedish heritage language 
learning.       

Presenter(s): Karin Ryding - Georgetown University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

Student Autonomy in Learning Grammar: The Case of KFL Stu-
dents This study explores how effectively 1st and 2nd year Eng-
lish-speaking students of Korean as a foreign language (KFL) 
learn grammar autonomously. Results of the analysis of test 
scores and questions  

This study explores how effectively 1st and 2nd year English-speaking students 
of Korean as a foreign language (KFL) learn grammar autonomously. Results of 
the analysis of test scores and questionnaire responses point to the success of an 
inductive approach to grammar instruction.       

Presenter(s): Sooyeon Lee -  University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 9:55am 

 

Implementing STARTALK-endorsed principles in Swahili Curric-
ulum Design: Implications for effective instruction  

The present study seeks to demonstrate how the STARTALK endorsed princi-
ples were applied to develop Swahili Course materials (curricula and learning 
plans) designed for heritage and non-heritage learners in grades 6 -12. The study 
provides pedagogical implications for curriculum design and instruction for non-

heritage and heritage learners.    

Presenter(s): Brenda Wawire & Peter Mwangi - University of Kansas  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 10:00am - 10:25am 
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Parallel Session 8c  9:00am - 10:30am 

Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM   B  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Social Media As A Teaching Aid for Newly-instituted African 
Languages: The Case of 'Zulu Twitter'     

This paper explores the scope and duplicability of the use of social media 
platforms as free extra-institutional aids in the teaching and acquisition of 
newly-instituted African languages. The case of ‘Zulu Twitter’ and its use by 
Zulu students at Howard University is used. From this analysis, implications 
for other African languages in the US and elsewhere will hopefully emerge.      

Presenter(s): Phiwokuhle Mnyandu - Howard University  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Acquisition Research  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

The Role of Linguistic Competence in L2 Learning: Evidence 
from Swahili  

Linguistic competence constitutes knowledge of language, but people do not 
have conscious access to the principles and rules that govern the combination 
of sounds, words, and sentences. The author of this talk uses Swahili exam-
ples to show that L2 instructors must learn their languages to be adept in 
explaining learners' errors with confidence and improve learners' linguistic 
performance.        

Presenter(s): Jonathan Choti -  Michigan State University  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Teacher Training and Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 9:55am 

 

Semantic Extension in the Metalanguage for HIV and AIDS   

HIV and AIDS discourses have been majorly in English and French lan-
guages showcasing the need for a Metalanguage. Some of the items in the 
recently published Metalanguage adopted semantic extension which may 
cause some problem in a second language class. We intend to investigate the 
challenges and prospects the Metalanguage in an African language class.    

Presenter(s): Clement Odoje -  University of Ibadan, Nigeria  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): African Heritage Language, Immersion or Bilingual Educa-
tion  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 10:00am - 10:25am 

 

 

Parallel Session 8d  9:00am - 10:30am 

Location: CIRRUS BALLROOM   C 

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Community-Based Heritage Language Schools: Valuable Part-
ners in LCTL Education     

Community-based heritage language schools, located in language communi-
ties across the U.S., bring tremendous value to the LCTL language education 
enterprise, with engaged parents and community leaders and opportunities 
for students to develop high levels of proficiency. Presenters describe a sur-
vey documenting these schools, with a focus on those teaching LCTLs.  
Community-based heritage language schools, operating across the United 
States and teaching more than 150 languages to children and adults, are often 
overlooked in considerations of education policy, planning, and funding and 
in the national discussion of ways to build students’ language proficiency and 
global competence. However, they have limited connections with public, 
private, and charter schools and often work in isolation, with limited re-
sources.     

Presenter(s): Hseuh-Ming Tommy Lu - Chinese School of Delaware  & Joy 
Payton - Center for Applied Linguistics  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): NCOLCTL  Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Lan-
guage, or Immersion Settings  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:00am - 9:25am 

 

Heritage Learners' Study and Use of Language  

The results of this study are based on the 2007-2016 STARTALK longitudi-
nal student survey data (N = 3,125). This study investigates heritage and non-
heritage learners’ continued study and use of language after STARTALK 
program ended. Our findings are the following: Higher percentage of herit-
age learners continued to study STARTALK language and use STARTALK 
language in various way, compared with non-heritage learners.         

Presenter(s): Wei You & Betsy Hart - University of Maryland  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 9:30am - 9:55am 

 

Passive to Active: Effective ways to build Vocabulary   

The presentation aims to point out that a strong vocabulary (active and pas-
sive) is critically important for advancing proficiency in language. It will also 
focus on various strategies for  introducing new vocabulary and on designing 
activities in each mode of communication that would focus on acquisition of 
new vocabulary.    

Presenter(s): Suman Rana -  New York University  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 10:00am - 10:25am 

 

 

Parallel Session 8     9:00am - 10:30am 
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Parallel Session 9    10:45am - 12:15pm 

Parallel Session 9a  10:45am - 12:15pm 

Location: LURAY BALLROOM E  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Authenticity in LCTL materials evaluation and design     

This presentation focuses on the various definitions of authenticity in FL 
materials evaluation and design, and recommends activities and materials 
based on these views. The corpus based approach is highlighted as a way to 
combine approaches.       

Presenter(s): Janelle Moser - University of Arizona  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 10:45am - 11:10am 
 

Choosing Appropriate Themes for STARTALK Novice       
Students  

Foreign Language courses have frequently relied on textbooks focused on 
grammar and organized around topics that often have limited relevance to 
students’ lives, interests, educational goals. This interactive session will ex-
plore the challenges instructors encounter in the process of selecting a theme 
for Novice STARTALK course and demonstrsate how to choose an appro-
priate theme that support linguistic and cultural proficiency.  This paper 
discusses the different challenges instructors encounter when creating a 
theme based curriculum in addition to providing examples of previously 
chosen themes for STARTALK programs.       

Presenter(s): Reham Aly & Deena Al-halabieh -  The Pennsylvania State 
University  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 11:15am - 11:40am 

 

Kalima wa Nagham: Towards a New Model for Writing Arabic 
Teaching Materials in the 21st Century  

This study presents a developed proficiency-based framework for material 
design, particularly textbooks, in the area of Teaching Arabic as a Foreign 
Language. The framework aims at alleviating the content quality and method-
ology to fit the status of Arabic as an international language, its wealth, histo-
ry and significance as a literary as well as spoken language.       

Presenter(s): Ghazi Abuhakema -  College of Charleston  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 11:45am - 12:10pm 

 

 

Parallel Session 9b  10:45am - 12:15pm 
Language Specific - Swahili 

 
Location: LURAY BALLROOM D  

Chair: xxxxxxxx 

Nafasi ya U5 katika Ufundishaji na Ujifunzaji wa Msamiati 
katika Darasa la Kiswahili kama Lugha ya Kigeni      

Ujuzi fika wa msamiati hurahisisha utekelezaji wa shughuli za darasani. Mwa-
limu wa darasa la lugha ya kigeni, kwa hivyo, anapaswa awe na ujuzi wa 
mbinu mwafaka za kufundisha na kujifunza msamiati. Makala hii itajadili jinsi 
malengo ya U5 yanavyoweza kuzingatiwa katika ufundishaji na ujifunzaji wa 
msamiati katika darasa la Kiswahili.       

 

Presenter(s): Beatrice Ng’ uono Okelo - Baylor University 

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL teaching and learning  

Applicable Language(s): Swahili  Time: 10:45am - 11:10am 

 

Uningizwaji wa Lugha za Kiafrika Katika Mtaala wa Elimu kwa 
Lengo la Kuhifadhi Utamaduni   

Makala hii inajadili umuhimu wa lugha za Kiafrika kimawasiliano na kitamaduni 
na haja ya kuzihifadhi kupitia mipango ya kimaksudi ya kuziingiza kwenye mi-
taala ya elimu. Tutatumia Kiswahili kama mfano na kuonesha jinsi ushirikiano 
baina ya wataalamu wa lugha ughaibuni na nyumbani unaweza kuleta mafanikio 
makubwa ya lugha hizi kisera na kimatumzi.      

Presenter(s): Mary Zacharia Charwi -  Dar es Salaam University College of 
Education  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): ALTA Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 11:45am - 12:10pm 

 

Kalima wa Nagham: Towards a New Model for Writing Arabic 
Teaching Materials in the 21st Century  

This study presents a developed proficiency-based framework for material de-
sign, particularly textbooks, in the area of Teaching Arabic as a Foreign Lan-
guage. The framework aims at alleviating the content quality and methodology to 
fit the status of Arabic as an international language, its wealth, history and signif-
icance as a literary as well as spoken language.       

Presenter(s): Ghazi Abuhakema -  College of Charleston  

Sponsor(s): NCOLCTL 

Target Area(s): LCTL Curriculum and Material Development  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 11:45am - 12:10pm 

 

Matatizo ya Wanafunzi si Lugha Nbili Bali ni Kivutio Cha Simu 
ya Mkono na Runinga  

Kuanzia kwa kichwa cha makala hii, matatizo ya wanafunzi nchi nyingi za dunia 
miongoni mwao Tanzania si lugha mbili.  Nchini Tanzania si Kiswahili wala 
Kiingereza wala suala la uchaguzi baina ya lugha mbili hizo ambalo linatatiza 
wanafunzi, ni kivutio cha simu ya mkono na runinga.       

Presenter(s): Ghazi Abuhakema -  Pasadena City College   

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL African Heritage Language, Immersion or Bilingual Edu-
cation   

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 12:15pm - 12:40pm 

 

Ulinganishaji wa Taratibu za Uainishaji wa Maneno Baina ya 
Kiswahili na Kichina Kisasa  

Uainishaji wa maneno ni nyenzo moja kati ya nyenzo kuu muhimu za sarufi ya 
lugha. Taratibu za uainishaji wa maneno huongozwa na fikra mbalimbali katika 
kila lugha. Hivyo tumechunguza kufanana au kutofanana katika taratibu za 
uainishaji wa maneno baina ya Kiswahili na Kichina ili tuweze kuona jinsi lugha 
hizi zinavyohusiana.       

Presenter(s): Li Zhou  -  Tianjin Foreign Studies University  

Sponsor(s): ALTA 

Target Area(s): AFL Learners in Foreign Language, Heritage Language, or 
Immersion Settings  

Applicable Language(s): All  Time: 12:45pm - 1:10pm 
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Parallel Session 9    10:45am - 12:15pm 

NCOLCTL Executive Board Meeting 

     Time:12:00pm – 2:00pm | Location: CHESAPEAKE 
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2018 Walton Award Winner 

Congratulations Dr. Alwiya Omar for receiving the 2018 Award 

Alwiya S. Omar is Clinical Professor of  Linguistics at Indiana University, Bloomington. 
She teaches Kiswahili and coordinates the teaching of  other African languages in the Af-
rican Studies program. Her research interests include second language acquisition, cross-
cultural pragmatics, web‐based language instruction, and study abroad language pro-
grams. She directed the Kiswahili Flagship program from 2010 to 2015, and STATLAK 
summer Kiswahili program from 2010 to 2016. Dr. Omar received her PhD in Second 
Language Acquisition from Indiana University. She was President of  the National Coun-
cil of  Organizations of  Less Commonly Taught Languages (NCOLCTL) from 2012 to 
2014, and President of  African Language Teachers Association (ALTA) from 2004 to 
2006.   

  

Alwiya continues to be actively involved in NCOLCT and ALTA associations and she 
has started research groups in the following areas: 1) Foreign Language Teacher Prep 
Models: Documentation, Implementation and Outcomes; 2) Profiles of  High Perform-
ing K-16 Teachers; 3) Language Use in the Community; 4) Mentoring K-16 Foreign Lan-
guage Teachers and Classroom Discourse; and 5) High Leverage Teaching Practices. As 
Vice Chair of  LCTL SIG, she would like to collaborate with other LCTL members in 
conducting research in these as well other areas of  interest.  

  

Alwiya is ACTFL member and she is a certified Swahili oral proficiency interviewer for 
the American Council on the Teaching of  Foreign Languages (ACTFL) and Interagency 
Language Round table (ILR).. She collaborates with the National African Language Re-
source Center (NALRC) in developing materials for Kiswahili and in other pedagogical 
activities. She participates in Bloomington based NGOs that help promote education in 
Africa. 
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2018 NFMLTA Dissertation Support Award  

Adeola Agoke: I am very pleased to be named a winner of the National Federation of Modern Language Teachers 
Associations (NFMLTA) dissertation support grant. As a dissertator doing an ethnographic research in southwest 
Nigeria, I am confronted with the challenge of getting funds to travel for data gathering, complete the data coding/
analyses, and to write up the dissertation. Having the opportunity to benefit from the (NFMLTA) dissertation grant 
support would significantly impact my research goal, which focuses on how multilingual experience and sociocultural 
understanding shape the formative process of new registers, which the Yoruba speakers of southwest Nigeria deploy 
for communicative purposes in and out of classroom settings. With this fund, I can purchase all the important soft-
ware and textbook needed for the project. It would also facilitate my dissertation writing, such that I can contribute 
meaningfully to the field of applied linguistics in a timely fashion. I am very grateful for it.  

Thank you, NFMLTA dissertation support grant  

Janelle Moser: I is a PhD candidate in the Second Language Acquisition and Teaching Program at the University of 
Arizona. Her dissertation focuses on applying SLA theoretical frameworks and methods to evaluate popular Arabic 
as a Foreign Language textbooks and guide development of supplementary materials.  

Katya Solovyeva: is a Ph.D. candidate in second language acquisition at the University of Maryland, College Park. 
She is an alumna of the M.A. program in German at the University of Northern Iowa and the undergraduate pro-
gram in foreign language pedagogy at the Herzen Pedagogical University of Russia. Her experience teaching English, 
Russian and German at the secondary and college levels has motivated her interest in the psycholinguistic and cogni-
tive mechanisms underlying language learning. In her dissertation, she examines the role of typological differences in 
grammatical learning, comparing the rates of development of verbal inflectional morphology in German, Italian, and 
Czech. With the generous support from the  NFMLTA - NCOLCTL Dissertation Award, the project combines the 
scale of a large learner corpus with the depth of data coding by human target-language experts. The results will serve 
the needs of practitioners in less commonly taught languages—from teachers to administrators—and illuminate the 
ways in which target language grammatical complexity dictates the pace of learning.  

Olusegun Soetan is a PhD candidate in the Department of African Cultural Studies at the Universality of 
Wisconsin-Madison. He holds a PhD minor degree in Second Language Acquisition. His Dissertation focuses 
on the specific cultural contents, cinematic aesthetics and linguistic contexts of Nollywood films. His research 
interests include motivation, heritage language teaching/learning, digital technology and pedagogy and the use 
of literature in language classrooms.  

Roma Lesnov: I am a Ph.D. candidate at Northern Arizona University. I am interested in second language 
assessment and statistical methods for applied linguistics. My dissertation investigates the effects of content-
rich visual information on second language academic listening comprehension. I believe that content-rich 
videos can make academic listening tests more valid. The NFMLTA grant will assist me in empirically sup-
porting this belief. Thank you!! 
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2018 NFMLTA - NCOLCTL Dissertation 

Research Awards 

Albina Khabibulina is a PhD candidate in TESOL and World Language Education at the University of Georgia. 
She holds a Master’s degree in TESOL and secondary education from West Virginia University. Albina's interests lie 
in the field of second language acquisition, with a special focus on instructed language learning. Albina’s dissertation 
research employs a Dynamic Assessment approach to studying the dynamics of acquisition of the Russian grammati-
cal aspect by American learners of Russian. Albina has taught beginner and intermediate Russian language courses 
extensively at universities of Georgia, West Virginia, and Montana. She has also taught in intensive summer language 
programs at Middlebury College and Arizona State University’s Critical Languages Institute.   

Bingjie Zheng is a Ph. D candidate in second language acquisition, minoring in curriculum and 
instruction at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Her research interests include linguistic anthro-
pology, classroom discourse analysis, and bilingual education. For her dissertation, Bingjie will 
examine the language ecologies and multilingual learners' flexible use of linguistic and semiotic 
resources for learning, communication and socialization in K-5 Mandarin dual language immersion 
classrooms. Her dissertation aims to explore learners’ language practices in Mandarin dual immer-
sion settings and provide pedagogical implications for Mandarin-English bilingual development. 

Hiromi Tobaru is  a PhD candidate in Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures at the Ohio 
State University. My dissertation investigates how pre-departure training can support and facilitate American 
students’ cultural and linguistic learning during study abroad in Japan. I would like to thank NFMLTA and 
NCOLCTL for selecting me as a recipient of the NFMLTA/NCOLCTL Graduate Student Dissertation 
Support Award. It is my honor to have the funding and support of NFMLTA and NLCOTL to complete 
my dissertation. I would also like to thank my dissertation committee members for providing guidance to my 
dissertation, and my family, especially my husband, for supporting me in many ways.  

Nana Suzumura: I am very honored to receive the NFMLTA-NCOLCTL Graduate Students Research 
Support Award. My dissertation examines the usefulness of the computer-based speaking tasks of AP 
Japanese Language and Culture Exam. This is the first study to scrutinize free-response items in the AP 
Japanese exam. The results of my study will benefit not only Japanese language community but also other 
language communities as the conversation task is common across six other AP world language and cul-
ture exams. Thank you, NFMLTA and NCOLCTL very much for making my research possible. 
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I, Olusegun Soetan, write to thank both the NFMLTA and NCOLCT for recommending 
me for the NFMLTA-NCOLCTL Dissertation Award grant. I accept the award with grati-
tude, and I will be attending the conference in Herndon, VA where this award will be given 
on April 21, 2018.  Once again, thank you for selecting me for the award. 

Ju-Chun Wei, an EdD student in Language, Literacy and Culture at the University of Pitts-
burgh. Her dissertation examined the impact of explicit vocabulary instruction on advanced L2 
Chinese learners’ vocabulary retention and explored students’ opinions on vocabulary learning 
and teaching. Her research interests include vocabulary pedagogy and multiliteracy.  

Xuehong He: I feel very excited and grateful to receive the NFMLTA-NCOLCTL Disser-
tation Support Award. I want to thank NFMLTA and NCOLCTL for giving me this award 
to support and encourage me to pursue my dissertation research. Importantly, I want to 
express my sincere gratitude to my advisor, Dr. Shawn Loewen, and my dissertation com-
mittee, Dr. Aline Godfroid, Dr. Xiaoshi Li and Dr. Susan Gass at the Second Language 
Studies Program, Michigan State University, for their insightful advice. Last but not least, I 
appreciate the help and understanding from my peers and colleagues at SLS, MSU. 

Young-A Son: Heritage language learners, particularly, of less commonly taught languages 
(LCTLs) like Korean have generally received little scholarly attention, and as a result the devel-
opment and implementation of curricula and tests that would serve this unique learner popula-
tion has been extremely limited. It is only through organizations such as NFMLTA and 
NCOLTCL that believe in the importance of research on LCTL learners, that efforts towards 
meeting their needs have become more prevalent. The NFMLTA dissertation support grant 
will help me finalize and disseminate my dissertation study, which focuses on the assessment of 
Korean foreign and heritage language learners’ general language proficiency. I am greatly hon-
ored to receive this award and I would like to thank the members of NFMLTA-NCOLCTL 
Award Committee for this opportunity and my dissertation committee members (Dr. Lourdes 
Ortega, Dr. John Norris, and Dr. Meg Malone) who encouraged me to apply for this grant and 
who have supported me on this project every step of the way. I would also like to thank the 
Assessment and Evaluation Language Resource Center (AELRC) and the 10 Korean language 
programs who opened their doors to me for data collection: Georgetown University (Prof. Min 
Koo Choi),  George Washington University (Prof. Miok Pak), Georgia State University (Prof. 
Hakyoon Lee), Emory University (Prof. Bumyong Choi), Duke University (Prof. Hae-Young 
Kim and Prof. Eunyoung Kim), University of North Carolina Chapel Hill (Prof. Jia Lin and 
Prof. Eunji Lee), Pennsylvania State University (Prof. Sorin Huh), Harvard University (Prof. Hi
-Sun Kim), Rutgers University (Prof.  Young-Mee Yu Cho and Prof. Hee-Chung Chun), Uni-
versity of Hawaii at Manoa (Prof. Mee-Jeong Park).  




